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Abstract 
 
This study used the principles of corpus analysis set out by Bowker & Pearson (1998; 

2002) and Wilkinson (2005a; 2005b) to attempt to compile a French & English 

bilingual glossary of specialised mining heritage tourism terminology, which was then 

applied during a translation of a previously untranslated text. The resulting translation 

was then compared to a similar text known to be professionally translated, and 

assessed in terms of the translation choices made. Under consideration was the 

appropriate treatment of informative-operative text types, as described by Reiss in 

Munday (2008) and by Newmark (1988), particularly the objective of maintaining the 

influence of the SL heritage upon the TL reader. Although the study would have 

benefited from a greater scope and the possibility of a larger, wider ranging corpus, 

and although a number of cultural differences between tourism in the UK and France 

impacted on the success of the project, it was concluded that the principles of corpus 

analysis for this purpose were sound and furthermore it was demonstrated that access 

to a specialised glossary compiled in this manner could offer the translator better 

choices than the traditional dictionary resources with regards to terminology and 

translation strategy. 
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1.0 Introduction 
 
This study aims to use corpus methods to find matches for specialised terminology 

and phrases used in English and French texts describing mining heritage for tourism 

purposes. The foundations of the study lie in a number of theories. For the different 

treatment of texts with certain functions, we will be looking at Reiss (Munday, 2008) 

and Newmark (Newmark, 1988). The concept of using corpora to improve translation 

quality and find term and phrase equivalents is illustrated by Wilkinson (Wilkinson, 

2005a, 2005b) and Bowker (Bowker & Pearson 2002; Bowker 1998) and the specific 

methodology of doing so will be adapted from Sinclair (Sinclair, 2003) and Bowker. 

Each of these will be considered in detail in 1.1 and 1.2. 

The tourism industry is the major contributor to the economy in Cornwall, with a 

level of spending on leisure-related industries at three times the national average 

(Demianyk, 2011). In 2010 total visitor-related spend in Cornwall was over £1.6 

billion, and generated 22% of employment in the region (VisitCornwall, 2010). The 

traditional beach resort holidays are still a major attraction for visitors to the region, 

as are the number of publicly and privately owned historic properties and gardens. 

However, a growing niche market is that of heritage tourism (Urry, 2002, p.94). 

Cornwall has a very strong cultural identity, much of which is built on the heritage 

industries of mining and fishing.  

The rationale behind this study lies in the recent surge in interest in the mining 

heritage of Cornwall, since it was declared a UNESCO World Heritage site in 2006 

(Clover, 2006). Since the mining industry in the county ended, a number of mine sites 

have been taken over as tourist attractions, with varying degrees of development. 

Some, like Rosevale at Zennor, remain in a very rough and natural state whereas 

others, like Poldark, have become well-established attractions with major 

development allowing large tours and many activities. However, all these sites have 

two things in common; firstly, they must attract visitors in order to continue 

conservation and development, and secondly they all wish to educate the visitor about 

the history of the mining industry and culture in Cornwall.  

Despite the clear popularity of Cornwall as a tourism destination, only 9.6% of the 

overseas visitors to Cornwall in 2011 were from France (VisitBritain & ONS, 2011). 

However, as a VisitBritain market survey shows that half of French people surveyed 

agreed with the statement that Britain has a “rich and interesting history”, and visiting 
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museums and historic buildings are among the most popular activities undertaken by 

French visitors (VisitBritain, 2012). With strong cross-channel ferry links between 

Plymouth and Roscoff, and further development of Newquay Airport in the pipeline, 

many tourism businesses in the southwest are looking to attract an increasing number 

of visitors from the continent. In order to do this, much of their marketing material, 

website, and visitor information needs to be translated into French, particularly as the 

VisitBritain market survey also highlighted that French visitors rate the importance of 

having information available in their own language considerably higher than the 

average. 

This study, therefore, aims to draw on the theories and methods discussed below, in 

order to create a toolkit of terminology and phrases that can be applied to a previously 

untranslated corpus of mining tourism texts.  

 

1.1 Translating Tourism 

Firstly, it should be noted that within the English language, there is a recognised 

‘language of tourism’ which aims to “persuade, lure, woo and seduce” with features 

such as abundant use of adjectives and emphatic phrasing (Dann, 1996, p.2). This will 

inevitably have an effect on the approach taken to translating such texts. Petillo 

(2012) has conducted a study of the translation of cultural references in tourism texts 

and the different strategies which can be employed to ensure tourist comprehension 

whilst preserving some element of cultural difference. In the examples studied, a 

number of strategies were identified, including; SL words given with a translation 

following in brackets, paraphrase of terms which cannot be translated, explanation 

followed by SL term as a type of reverse strategy, and indeed no translation at all, 

which she compares to Newmark’s scale of strategies between communicative and 

semantic. Agorni (2012) has also studied the features of tourism language and texts 

with regards to translation, and in particular notes the common feature of “hybrid text 

genres, in which a persuasive function is inserted into informative or descriptive 

textual profiles” (Agorni, 2012, p.10) 

It is clear that texts written for use in the tourism industry will have a particular style 

relevant to their function; in the case of the mining texts that will be studied here, the 

text type and function is hybrid. If we take Reiss’ functional theory as a point of 

departure, we can define the text types and functions relevant to mining tourism. As 

described by Munday, Reiss sees three primary text types; informative, expressive, 
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and operative, in turn adapted from Bühler. The functions of these three types are; to 

convey plain facts, for creative compositions and to influence or persuade the reader, 

respectively (Munday, 2008, p.72). Parallel to these functions, there are recommended 

translation approaches; for informative texts the target text (TT) should transmit the 

referential information and therefore the translation approach should be plain and 

literal. For operative texts, where the function is to elicit a response from the reader, 

the translation approach needs to be much more adaptive, even if this means straying 

away from the original (Munday, 2008, p.73). Munday also cites a triangle diagram of 

Reiss’ text types with examples positioned around it (reproduced below in Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: The text types triangle 

 

 
[(Chesterman 1989: 105, based on a handout prepared by Roland Freihoff) in Munday, 2008] 

 

Interestingly, this diagram shows ‘tourist brochure’ as being central in the triangle, 

implying equal parts expressive, informative and operative function. From personal 

experience of dealing with such texts, I would place the tourist text more to the right, 

but still equally divided between the informative and operative corners. This is 

because the two functions of a text for tourism purposes are; 1) to convey information 

about the attraction, place or activity and 2) to persuade the reader that they would 

like to visit or take part. Although the style of writing may often be described as 

expressive, in Reiss’ terms the style of tourism language is a result of the operative 

function, not a marker of the expressive text type.  
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Thus, the mining tourism texts to be studied will be of an informative-operative 

hybrid type, and as such translation of these texts needs to be mindful of both the need 

to convey the facts and information therein, and to persuade the reader to visit.  

In terms of methods applied to translation of different text types, Newmark also has 

some applicable theories based on Bühler’s informative, expressive, vocative 

(operative) types (Newmark, 1988, p.39). Backing up the argument previously made 

that the positioning of tourist brochures in the centre of the text-function triangle is 

not appropriate, Newmark states that “most informative texts will have a vocative 

thread running through them” and that “strictly, the expressive function has no place 

in a vocative or informative text – it is there only unconsciously” (Newmark, 1988, 

p.42). This also refers back to Agorni’s statement quoted earlier in this section. 

Although they both start from the same three text types, Newmark has condensed the 

main approaches to translation down to two, as opposed to Reiss’ three. Namely, 

semantic and communicative. The semantic approach incorporates the more literal, 

faithful methods and puts emphasis on the source language (SL), whereas the 

communicative approach encompasses adaptation, free and idiomatic translation and 

puts the emphasis on the target language (TL) (Newmark, 1988, p.45).  

The definition given of communicative translation is the one which most closely 

matches the approach needed for tourism texts; 

 

Communicative translation attempts to render the exact contextual meaning of 

the original in such a way that both content and language are readily 

acceptable and comprehensible to the readership. (Newmark, 1988, p.47) 

 

Indeed, Newmark goes on to say that the semantic approach is used for expressive 

texts, whilst the communicative approach is needed for informative and vocative 

texts. Further, if we consider the cultural terms that often form a part of the mining 

tourism texts to be studied, his statement that “cultural components tend to be (…) 

transferred and explained with culturally neutral terms in informative texts; replaced 

by cultural equivalents in vocative texts” (Newmark, 1988, p.47) is key to the aims of 

this study. The informative approach is all very well, but it does not have the same 

impact that the vocative can in terms of connecting with the reader and causing them 

to feel or think in a certain way about what they are reading, or indeed the place that 

they are visiting. As we will see in more detail in 1.2, corpus methods can provide a 
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means to establish the best cultural equivalents for specialised terms; thus allowing 

the translator to convey the vocative function to best effect.  

 

1.2 Corpus Tools 

There have been a number of studies that have looked at the potential for terminology 

extraction from specialised corpora, which will be examined in further detail in this 

section. Firstly though, it is necessary to define the key terms and concepts which will 

be used throughout this study. 

A corpus is a collection of texts gathered with specific criteria in mind (Olohan, 2004, 

p.1); the criteria for the corpus we will be working with in this study is specialised 

texts used for mining heritage tourism. Further, it will be a bilingual comparable 

corpus; containing native French and native English texts from the same subject areas, 

for the same communicative function (Bowker & Pearson, 2002, p.12). A parallel 

corpus, containing native texts and their translations, would not be suitable for this 

study as we are aiming to improve the quality of translation by identifying truly native 

and idiomatic equivalents to specific terms and phrases. A key aspect of corpus study 

for terminology purposes revolves around concordance; whereby all the results of a 

search term are displayed in lines surrounded by their immediate context (Bowker & 

Pearson, 2002, p.230), also known as ‘Keyword in Context’ or KWIC (Olohan, 2004, 

p.63). The search term can be referred to as a node, and the surrounding text the co-

text (Olohan, 2004, p.63). The concordance lines can be further interrogated to 

determine patterns. A term is defined as a single or multi-word unit “used in a 

specialised domain with a clearly defined meaning”; a token is each word in a corpus, 

while a type is each different word in a corpus (Bowker & Pearson, 2002, p.233). It is 

worth noting that there has been some conflict in the literature over the definition of 

‘parallel corpus’ vs ‘comparable corpus’ (Anderman & Rogers, 2007, p.19), but in 

this study Bowker’s definitions will apply.  

In her 1998 study, Bowker examined the instances of five types of error made by a 

cohort of student translators when offered a range of resources to translate 

comparable specialised texts from French to their native English. The types of error 

were; subject comprehension error, incorrect choice of term, non-idiomatic 

constructions, grammatical errors and incorrect register (Bowker, 1998, p.10). In the 

first instance, the cohort were offered the ‘traditional’ general bilingual dictionaries 

and monolingual specialised resources, whereas when they translated the second text 
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they were offered the dictionaries plus a specialised monolingual native-language 

corpus and associated tools. A key point that is highlighted in this study is that 

students using the corpus were able to perform a collocation search based on a whole 

or partial word which they knew, in order to extract the correct native collocation or 

idiomatic construction (Bowker, 1998, p.11). In conclusion, Bowker states that “the 

students using the corpus made fewer total errors than the students using 

conventional resources. For three of the categories, namely subject field 

comprehension, term choice, and non-idiomatic construction, the improvements 

shown were reasonably significant” (Bowker, 1998, p.14).  

Bowker & Pearson later further this work by looking at how specialised corpora can 

be used to produce glossaries; pointing out the shortcomings of traditional dictionaries 

when it comes to specialised language, which whether they are mono- or bilingual, 

general or specialised, never seem to provide adequate information about meaning, 

usage and grammar for translation purposes (Bowker & Pearson, 2002, p.139). 

Starting with the source language monolingual corpora, they describe how terms can 

be identified using the frequency lists (Bowker & Pearson, 2002, p.145) and 

concordance tool. The same process is then applied to a comparable corpus in the 

target language (in their example English is the SL and French the TL), so that you 

have two independent glossaries (Bowker & Pearson, 2002, p.160). At this stage it 

should be possible to identify the equivalent terms in each language, but to confirm 

this you can perform a concordance search for part of the term in question in the TL 

corpus (Bowker & Pearson, 2002, p.161). This precisely corresponds to the aim of 

this study and as such the methodology detailed in 2.0 will largely follow Bowker & 

Pearson’s suggestion.  

It is worth commenting on a number of other studies which have looked at the 

usefulness of corpus techniques for extracting translation equivalents. Malmkjær 

(1998), Vintar (2001), and also Bowker & Pearson (2002) have highlighted the use of 

parallel corpora; that is to say pairs of source and target texts, the one translated from 

the other. However, as Anderman & Rogers (2007) point out, although often used to 

compare how the same term is expressed in two languages, by their nature parallel 

corpora suffer from the effects of “translationese” and therefore have their 

disadvantages. This was the primary reason that the use of a parallel corpus was 

rejected for this study, added to which was the practical consideration of finding 

sufficient source and target text pairs in the chosen specialised field.  
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Moreover, a number of researchers besides Bowker & Pearson and Anderman & 

Rogers, such as Munteanu (2006), Zanettin (1998), Daille & Morin (2005), and 

Sharoff et al. (2009) have focused on the use of comparable corpora instead; in 

Munteanu’s case for the very reason that comparable data is much more widely 

available and in larger quantities than any suitable parallel data. Both Daille & Morin 

and Sharoff et.al present the use of comparable corpora as an improvement on, and 

preferable to, the traditional use of parallel corpora for finding native term and phrase 

equivalents, without the influence of translation; further backing up the choices made 

for this study. 

While Bowker’s work has looked at a range of applications for corpora, Wilkinson 

has focused on translation of tourism, indeed he began compiling an English-language 

corpus of tourism brochures in 2004 (Wilkinson, 2005b). As with Bowker, he too has 

identified corpus tools to be of great help in identifying collocates and confirming the 

correct translation equivalent for a given term, and in fact points out that such tools 

can often lead to unexpected or unusual discoveries which are better choices than 

those the translator originally had in mind (Wilkinson, 2005b, p.3). In a second study, 

also following on from Bowker & Pearson’s work, Wilkinson looks in more detail at 

these unexpected possibilities with ‘fuzzy searching’ (Wilkinson, 2005a). Fuzzy 

searching is related to the concept of a fuzzy match in CAT tools; a search performed 

on a partial or close, but not perfect, match for the term in question. Wilkinson’s 

fuzzy search study follows the thought process of a novice translator and again looks 

at tourism texts; the translator takes a dictionary term as a starting point and by 

performing concordance searches not only confirms or rebuts the usage of the term in 

that particular context, but also notices other patterns which may be relevant. In so 

doing the original dictionary translation ‘independent tour’ is replaced by the term 

“self-guided tour” as a result of the quantity and context of the concordances 

produced. In a second example, there is a word in the text that the translator does not 

know and cannot find in a dictionary. By searching for collocates of the word with 

which it is used as a compound noun, the translator identifies the unknown part as 

meaning ‘quad bike’ or ‘ATV’ depending on whether the text is of British-English or 

American/Canadian-English origin. Wilkinson has therefore demonstrated that 

Bowker’s theories are highly applicable to specialised tourism corpora. 

Although we have now looked at the principles of specialised corpus design and 

interrogation in order to extract glossaries and translation equivalents, there is one 
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further methodology which will be applied in this study. Sinclair has focused his work 

particularly on concordances, and has developed a very useful process for looking at 

concordances in detail. His seven step procedure is as follows (Sinclair, 2003, p.xvi); 

1. Initiate: look at the words immediately to the right and left of the node and note 

any that are repeated. Choose the strongest pattern to start with for the following 

steps. 

2. Interpret: look at the repeated words and try to link them, eg. by word class, 

meaning 

3. Consolidate: look for other evidence to back up the interpretation; eg. non-repeated 

words that come close to the same meaning, or the same thing expressed with a 

different structure. Look further than the immediate words to either side of the node. 

4. Report: Revise your hypothesis and write it out. 

5. Recycle: Start with the next most important pattern near the node and follow the 

same steps as above. 

6. Result: Make a final list of hypotheses and associate them with the node you began 

searching with. 

7. Repeat: Gather a new selection from the corpus to confirm or amend your 

hypothesis. 

 

Although in many ways this process appears to be more suited to strictly linguistic 

studies rather than identification of terminology, the first four steps in particular will 

be useful to this study as a procedural approach is needed to identify the initial term 

candidates, which in many cases are likely to involve multiple words.  
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2.0 Methodology  
 
In this section we will set out how the corpus methods discussed above in the 

literature are applied to this particular project. As we have established, there were 

three distinct stages to the study; firstly the creation of the English and the French 

specialised tourism corpora and their subsequent analysis for terms. This leads into 

the second part; the creation of the bilingual specialised glossary, which in the third 

and final part of the study was tested through application to a previously untranslated 

text.  

 

2.1 Corpus creation  

As we established in 1.2, this study employed a bilingual comparable corpus, 

comprising sub-corpora in English and French from comparable mining tourism 

sources, with similar text functions and content. The texts for the corpus were 

collected from web pages and printed leaflets or other promotional material produced 

by mining sites that operate as tourism businesses. This ensured that the specialised 

subject and terms used were likely to be comparable, and that the texts were likely to 

have the operative-informative function common to tourism material. It is important 

that the respective sets of collected texts are written in the native language and are not 

translations.  

Tables 1 and 2 list the texts collected for each sub-corpus, their sources, the type of 

material (web page, leaflet etc), and word count. A website was considered to be a 

single source, so text files within the sub-corpora can contain content from multiple 

pages on any single website. The pages from which text has been taken are listed 

under the web address in the Source column. In some cases, the website contains a 

vast amount of information not just on that particular mine site but also on techniques 

and other mining areas; www.geevor.com is an example of this. ‘Cornish Mining’ is 

the marketing name for the World Heritage site, so material from this source is also 

not specific to a particular site but is heavily driven by tourism functions. The naming 

convention for the files has been set as; [Language]-[Source abbreviation]. This is so 

that during analysis, the source of the results can be quickly identified. The files are 

all saved as .txt files as this is as straightforward file type suitable for carrying the 

basic text material and which is accepted by the AntConc analysis software (Anthony, 

2012).  
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Table 1: English Sub-corpus texts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

File 
Name Source Material Word 

Count 
EN-South 

Crofty http://www.westernunitedmines.com/south_crofty Web 
page 527 

EN-
Levant 

http://freespace.virgin.net/levant.mine/ 
Pages: History Archive – Surface Map 

Web 
page 1373 

EN-
Poldark 

http://www.poldark-mine.co.uk/  
Pages: Cornish Mining – Heritage & History 

Web 
page 654 

EN-
Rosevale 

http://www.rosevalemine.co.uk/ 
Pages: History – Layout - Restoration 

Web 
page 1280 

EN-
Heartlands 

http://www.heartlandscornwall.com/about-us/world-heritage-site.php 
Pages: History – Robinson’s Shaft – Robinson’s Engine – World 
Heritage Site  

Web 
page 1437 

EN-
Geevor.1 

http://www.geevor.com/index.php?page=42 (Geevor – Explore) 
Pages: Tregonning District – The Basics – Tin – Cages – Metal 
mining vs Coal mining – Haulage – Steam Power – St Just District – 
St Agnes District – Caradon District – Geevor Underground – 
Wethered shaft – Stoping – Tramming – Hoisting – Mine Shafts – 
Victory Shaft – Mexico Shaft – Ventilation – Pumping – Man 
engines – Engine Houses – Gwennap District – Wendron District – 
World Heritage Site 

Web 
page 4692 

EN-
Geevor.2 “The Best Value Day Out in Cornwall – Geevor Tin Mine” Leaflet 140 

EN-
Cornish 

Mining.1 

http://www.cornish-mining.org.uk/delving-deeper/glossary  
Pages: Glossary – Mining Processes – Engine Houses – Tramways & 
Railways – Breaking ore underground – Haulage & Transportation – 
Dressing Ore – Drainage adits – Engines & steam technology 

Web 
page 8839 

EN-
Cornish 

Mining.2 
“Cornish Farm Holidays within the World Heritage Site” Leaflet 142 

EN-
Cornish 

Mining.3 

“Discover the extraordinary: A guide to the best attractions within 
the Cornish Mining World Heritage Site” Leaflet 497 

Total Word Count: 19,581 
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Table 2: French Sub-corpus texts 

 

File Name Source Material Word 
Count 

FR-Cagnac http://www.cagnac-les-mines.fr/article/afficher/116  
(Musée de la mine) Web page 186 

FR-
Lewarde.1 

www.chm-lewarde.com (Centre Historique minier Lewarde) 
Pages: Presentation & Missions – La Fosse Delloye – le 

Musée – Les collections  
Web page 1660 

FR-
Lewarde.2 

Dépliant	  general:	  http://www.chm-‐
lewarde.com/pdf/Depliant2012_FRA.pdf	  	   Leaflet 323 

FR-
Lewarde.3 

Brochure	  de	  visite	  (adultes):	  http://www.chm-‐
lewarde.com/pdf/BrochureAdulte2012.pdf	  	   Leaflet 852 

FR-BMU http://www.bmu.fr/ (Bassin Minier Nord-Pas de Calais) 
Pages: Homepage - Histoire & Patrimoines du Bassin  Web page 1418 

FR-NPC http://www.atlas-patrimoines-bassin-minier.org/  
Pages: Homepage – Patrimoine minier – Histoire  Web page 3543 

FR-
Arenberg 

http://www.ville-de-wallers-arenberg.fr  
(Le Site Minier d’Arenberg) Web page 100 

FR-TM http://www.nordpasdecalais.fr/jcms/c_5115/tourisme-minier  
Pages: En savoir plus – Bons plans – Ça veut dire quoi? Web page 639 

FR-
Patrimoine 

http://www.patrimoine-minier.fr/index_france.html 
Pages: Bassin Ferrifère Lorrain - Mine de fer de Saint-
Georges-d'Hurtières – Savoie – Les Mines de Bretagne  

Web page 1729 

Total Word Count: 10,450 
 

2.2 Corpus analysis & Glossary creation 

The software which was used for analysing the corpus was the AntConc 3.3.1 

freeware concordance programme from Laurence Anthony (2012). This was chosen 

because it is free software that is compatible with Mac OS X, and has all the functions 

required for the analysis, such as concordances, collocates, and word or keyword lists.  

In fact, each sub-corpus was analysed separately in order to establish the keywords 

and terms that would form the glossary.  

Firstly, the text files forming the sub-corpus were opened in AntConc. All the corpus 

files that are open can be seen in a left-hand column, so it is easy to ensure that the 

correct files are being interrogated at any stage during the analysis.  

 

2.2.1 Word Lists 

The first tool that was used was the ‘Word List’ feature. This lists all the words 

(types) in the sub-corpus in order of their frequency. To demonstrate the method in 

this section we will be showing the English sub-corpus. Figure 2 shows a screenshot 
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of the results, which immediately highlights the need for some refinements. At the top 

of the screen we can see that the software has identified 3509 different word types 

from a total of 19,235 word tokens in the sub-corpus. However, almost all of the first 

20 words that appear in the list are very common words such as ‘a’, ’the’, ’and’, and 

so on. In order to eliminate these ‘non-context’ words from the list and achieve a 

better picture of the frequency of the topic keywords, a stop list is needed; a list of 

words which the software will ignore (Bowker & Pearson, 2002, p.232). Stop lists are 

commonly used for this purpose so there are a number of resources freely available 

online; for this study Salton & Buckley’s (2006) 571-word list developed for the 

SMART project at Cornell University was selected for the English sub-corpus, and 

for the French sub-corpus a stoplist was chosen from Jean Véronis (2013), professor 

of linguistics at Université de Provence. Both complete stop lists can be found in 

Appendices A & B. Figure 3 shows the Word List results once the stop list was 

implemented; however some capitalised common words still appear in the list. This 

was eliminated by selecting the option to ‘treat all data as lowercase’ in the tool 

preferences pane. Finally, we can see that there are a number of frequent words that 

appear in both singular and plural form; for example ‘mine; mines’ and ‘engine; 

engines’. To consolidate these forms into one in the results, we created a lemma list. 

Similar to the stop list, this is a text file which lists the head term, or lemma (Bowker 

& Pearson, 2002, p.231), and the alternative forms that you want to be included with 

it. So for example, the mining lemma list might contain; 

mine->mines 

engine->engines 

miner->miners 

workings->works 

shaft->shafts 

and so on.  The full mining lemma lists used for both French and English can be 

found in Appendix C. Figure 4 shows the final results of the Word List analysis, once 

the stop list, lemma list and lowercase options have all been implemented. There are 

now 2772 word types appearing and the list is much more representative of the topic-

specific terminology. This frequency list could now provide us with the key single-

word terms present in the sub-corpus. However, as Bowker & Pearson set out (2002, 

p.146), we took this further by looking at two- and three-word clusters. 
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Figure 2: English sub-corpus Word List, no refinements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: English sub-corpus Word List, Stop List active 
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Figure 4: English sub-corpus Word List, Stop List, Lemma List & lowercase active 

The Clusters/N-Grams tool allows us to see the two- and three-word term lists. ‘N-

grams’ was selected as the search term, the N-gram size was chosen, and the results 

were sorted by frequency. It is not possible to employ a stop-list for N-grams, so we 

must look through the results for appropriate term candidates, based on the results of 

the single-word list. Figure 5 shows the results for the 2-word N-gram list; although 

there were a lot of results based on ‘the + noun’, we could see some likely term 

candidates such as ‘cornish mining’, ‘engine house’, ‘world heritage’ and ‘heritage 

site’. Figure 6 shows the results of the same process for 3-word N-grams. In most 

cases, this appeared to be expanding the same 2-word terms found in the first N-gram 

analysis; for example the most frequent 3-word term in the sub-corpus is ‘world 

heritage site’.  
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Figure 5: N-gram list for 2-word terms 

Figure 6: N-gram list for 3-word terms 
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2.2.2 Concordances 

Having established a list of likely term candidates using the Word List and N-grams 

features, the next step was to use the Concordance tool. In this tool, a search is 

performed on a particular word, which is then displayed in KWIC lines. The lines can 

be sorted on three levels, by the search term (0), and the words to left and right (1L, 

1R etc.) The sorting chosen for this analysis was Level 1: 0 (search term); Level 2: 1L 

(1st word to the left of the search term); Level 3: 1R (1st word to the right of the search 

term). This results in an alphabetical listing centred around the search term which 

easily enables the key concordances to be seen. Figure 7 shows the Concordance 

search for the term ‘engine’. As Bowker & Pearson suggest, this tool allows you to 

see whether a seemingly common word which can be used in its own right is actually 

used as part of a larger term in this specialised context; indeed, ‘engine’ is used in the 

terms ‘engine house’, ‘beam engine’, ‘man engine’ and ‘pumping engine’ to name but 

a few examples. 

 

Figure 7: Concordance search for the term ‘engine’ 
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2.2.3 Compiling the Glossary 

Once the same Word List and Concordance analysis had been performed on both the 

English and French sub-corpora, we then had two comparable specialised term lists. It 

was then attempted to match up terms from both lists in columns in Excel, 

supplemented by the use of a conventional dictionary for the non-specialised parts of 

the terms and phrases. If more context was needed to identify the specific meaning of 

a specialised word or phrase, then the File View option in AntConc showed the search 

term highlighted in the context of the whole text passage. The Discussion section 

looks at these cases in more detail. Once complete, the list was saved as tab-delimited 

text in .utf8 format to be imported as a glossary file into the OmegaT translation 

software.   

 

2.3 Practical application 

Once the proposed bilingual glossary had been created, it was necessary to evaluate it. 

This was done through the translation of a previously un-translated mining tourism 

text. Since the mining heritage tourism industry seems to be much more developed in 

the South West region of the UK than in France, and it is the expansion of this 

tourism industry which has driven this study, an English text was chosen to be 

translated into French. Geevor Mine is a prominent and well-established tourism site 

with an extensive website, contributing just over 20% of the English sub-corpus 

content. However, their website does not have any content available in alternative 

languages. Therefore, a text of approx. 1,500 words was chosen from this site for the 

evaluation. This text can be found in Appendix D. 

The text was translated using the OmegaT software programme. OmegaT allows a 

glossary file to be included in the project, so as the proposed glossary was used then 

whenever a matching term occurred in the text, the software would show it as a 

suggestion. In this way it became easy to see whether the glossary was functioning as 

hoped.  

The Cornish Mining World Heritage website (www.cornish-mining.org.uk) has 

already had its core pages translated into a number of languages, including French, by 

professional translators (Lowe, 2012). Therefore, once the translation of the Geevor 

text had been performed using OmegaT and the proposed glossary, it was compared 

with the professionally translated text on the Cornish Mining website to evaluate the 

quality of the translation and the success of the glossary. 
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3.0 Results 

3.1 Glossary 

The tables below show the term selections at each stage of the analysis, following the 

methodology described in section 2.0. Tables 3 and 4 list the initial key terms selected 

from the Word List analysis for each sub-corpus, in lemma form. Also shown is the 

frequency with which each lemma occurs in the sub-corpus. 

 

Table 3: English Sub-corpus Word List results   
 

 
Table 4: French Sub-corpus Word List results 
 

Sub-corpus contains 2,039 Word Types and 5,180 Tokens 

mine 136 extraction 22 machine 13 
minière 136 site 22 patrimoine 13 
bassin 82 exposition 20 chevalement 13 
compagnie 82 siècle 19 ancien 12 
exploitation 55 tonnes 19 exploité 10 
fosse 54 fer 18 carreau 9 
charbon 52 terrils 18 corons 5 
mineur 47 gisement 17 veines 4 
cité 34 découverte 17 bobines 3 
historique 28 houillère 17 coteau 3 
activité 25 galeries 16 couches 3 
histoire 25 puits 16 houille 3 
fond 24 minerai 15 houillers 3 

Sub-corpus contains 2,772 Word Types and 9,810 Tokens 

mine 267 heritage 39 tunnel 22 
engine 219 beam 38 rod 20 
ore 153 underground 37 fathom 16 
shaft 144 miner 33 pit 15 
tin 117 adit 30 wagon 15 
house 93 workings 30 winder 14 
site 68 dressing 29 stamp 13 
pump 61 mineral 28 stope 13 
level 60 wheal 26 worker 12 
lode 52 bob 25 headgear 10 
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Tables 5 and 6 show the results of the N-Grams analysis for each sub-corpus, based 

on the selection of term candidates shown in Tables 3 and 4. The frequency of each 

N-gram within the sub-corpus is also shown. Singular and plural forms and 

hyphenated variants have been combined into one term. 

 

Table 5: English Sub-Corpus N-grams Results 

 

Table 6: French Sub-Corpus N-grams Results 

Sub-corpus contains 12,423 N-gram Types and 19,198 Tokens 

the mine 61 steam(-)engine(s) 22 adit level 8 
the ore 58 beam engine(s) 19 ore dressing  8 
engine(-)house(s) 57 the tin 16 pump rod(s) 7 
the shaft 40 the bob 16 horse(-)whim 7 
heritage site(s) 32 dressing floor(s) 13 winding engine 4 
world heritage 31 fathom level 11 mineral lode(s) 3 
pumping engine(s) 23 man engine 11 whim engine 2 
tin mine(s) 22 the lode 11 mine(-)shaft 2 

Sub-corpus contains 6,509 N-gram Types and 10,453 Tokens 

la mine 57 exploitation du charbon 9 
bassin minier 48 houillères du bassin 8 
compagnie des mines 35 les terrils 7 
la fosse 23 infrastructures de production 5 
le bassin 21 dans les galeries 4 
centre historique minier 17 gisement de charbon 4 
le bassin minier 13 l’activité minière 4 
société des mines 13 le bassin ferrifère 4 
le centre historique 11 tonnes de charbon 4 
des houillères 10 d’exploitation minière 3 
de l’exploitation 10 machine d’extraction 3 
de la fosse 10 fond du puits 2 
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Tables 7 and 8 contain the results of the Concordance analysis for each sub-corpus, 

based on the term candidates identified in Tables 3-6. The tables are structured with 

the search term in bold, with the number of concordance hits in brackets, followed by 

the terms selected from each set of search results, and their frequencies, displayed in 

KWIC style. Singular and plural forms, and hyphenated variants have been combined 

into a single term. Where the word 1L or 1R did not form part of the term, it is 

represented by (x) in the table. Identical results that occurred in more than one search 

are only included in the first instance. 

 

Table 7: English Sub-corpus Concordance Results 

 

engine house (53) heritage (39) 
  the engine house(s) 11         world heritage site(s) 30 

          an engine house 8       mining heritage (x) 2 
  cornish engine house(s) 5       mining heritage site 1 
pumping engine house(s) 4       mining heritage attractions 1 
     beam engine house(s) 2       mining heritage enthusiasts 1 

     whim engine house 1 beam (35) 
 winding engine house 1              (x) beam engine(s) 12 

engine (179)              the beam (x) 8 

 the engine (x) 23       cornish beam engine(s) 4 

man engine (x) 11                 a beam engine 3 

       cornish engine (x) 10        engine beam (x) 1 

            an engine(-)house 10 steam (68) 
beam engine (x) 9                   (x) steam(-)engine(s) 10 

      winding engine (x) 3   high-pressure steam (x) 7 

atmospheric engine (x) 3                       a steam engine 5 

whim (14)        (x) steam locomotive(s) 4 

     horse(-)whim (x) 7 adit (24) 
a whim (x) 2 deep adit level 6 

   (x) whim engine 2 an adit (x) 4 

      (x) whim platform 1                below adit (x) 3 
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house (63) workers (12) 
count house (x) 5 mine workers (x) 7 

 compressor house (x) 3               skilled workers (x) 3 
boiler house (x) 2              surface workers (x) 1 
assay house (x) 1       tin workers (x) 1 

       blowing house (x) 1 pump (16) 
shaft (121) to pump (x) 7 

a shaft (x) 7 the pump rods 4 
            (x) shaft sinking 4                shaft pump rods 1 
      mine(-)shaft (x) 2 pumping (38) 
         main shaft (x) 2     (x) pumping engine(s) 14 

  the shaft guides 1 beam pumping engine(s) 3 
the shaft head 1 steam pumping engine(s) 2 

  the shaft mouth 1 winder (14)  
ore (145)             the winder (x) 8 
            tin ore (x) 8             the winder house 1 
     copper ore (x) 6 a winder machine 1 

the ore dressing 5      electric winder (x) 1 
    broken ore (x) 4         steam winder (x) 1 
dressing (29) winding (23) 
       (x) dressing floor 11               (x) winding drum 5 

ore dressing process 4 (x) winding device 4 
    mine dressing floor 2                (x) winding shaft  1 

lode (37) headgear (10) 
            the lode (x) 11          wooden headgear (x) 5 

a lode (x) 7 the headgear (x) 3 
deep lode mining 2               steel headgear (x) 1 

     mineral lode (x) 2 stope (13) 
fathom (12) the stope (x) 7 

the [no.] fathom level 11    a stope (x) 3 
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bob (25) rod (9) 
the bob wall(s) 12 sweep rod (x) 3 

    balance bob (x) 3 pump rod (x) 1 
            the bob (x) 3 engine rod (x) 1 
               a bob (x) 2 stamps (10) 
        angle bob (x) 1 the stamps (x) 4 
wagons (13)           crushing stamps (x) 1 

the wagons (x) 4        pneumatic stamps (x) 1 
         tram wagons (x) 2 level (49) 

wheal (26) fathom level (x) 11 
(x) wheal [name] 23       adit level (x) 8 

 

 

 

Table 8: French Sub-corpus Concordance Results 

 

bassin (73) exploitation (55) 
   le/du bassin minier 42    l’exploitation du charbon 8 

      le/du bassin ferrifère 6  l’/d’exploitation minière 6 
 le territoire du bassin minier 4 période d’exploitation (x) 4 
     (la) Mission Bassin Minier 3   l’exploitation charbonnière 2 
compagnie (67)       l’exploitation du fer 2 
la compagnie des Mines (d’[nom]) 21 fosse (39) 

charbon (52) la fosse [nom] 16 
tonnes de charbon (x) 4 mineur (19) 
                   du/de charbon gras 4 quotidien(ne) du mineur (x) 4 
découverte du/de charbon (x) 4                 ancien mineur (x) 4 
l’extraction du/de charbon (x) 3              poste du mineur (x) 2 

               du/de charbon maigre 2     l’apprenti mineur au 2 
cités (27) activité (24) 

aux/des/les cités pavillonnaires 5            son activité (x) 5 
        de/des/et cités-jardins 5    siècles d’activité (x) 4 

   (x) cités minières 5          l’activité minière 4 
    les cités ouvrières 2           leur activité (x) 2 
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fond (20) historique (24) 
                 au fond de 4     centre historique minier 17 
     travail au fond (x) 3 monument historique (x) 3 

au fond du puits 2 site (13) 
gisement (17) ce/le site minier 3 

le/du gisement de charbon 4 fer (18) 
    du gisement en sous-sol 2    la teneur en fer (x) 3 

siècles (10)  minerai(s) de fer (x) 2 
trois siècles d’activité 4 du/de fer lorrain 2 

galeries (16) houillères (12) 
             (x) galeries souterraines 3 les/des houillères du bassin 8 

kilomètres de galeries (x) 3 patrimoine (13) 
      mètres de galeries (x) 2 (x) patrimoine mondial 3 
                 les galeries de mine 2 chevalements (10) 
extraction (22) [chiffre] chevalements (x) 4 
   machine d’extraction (x) 3        les chevalements constituent 2 

              d’extraction du charbon 3 corons (5) 
techniques d’extraction (x) 2    cités de corons et 2 
          sites d’extraction (x) 2         des corons aux/des cités 2 
carreau(x) (9) veines (4) 
         (x) carreaux de fosse 2 des veines de charbons 2 
  anciens carreaux miniers 1        des veines de houille 1 
           le carreau des mines 1 coteau (3) 

le carreau de l’ancienne fosse 1 mine à flanc de coteau (x) 3 
bobines (3) houille (3) 

imposantes bobines de la machine 
d’extraction 

3 la houille à/dans 2 

couches (3) de houille grasse 1 
de(s) couches exploitées 2 minerai (15) 

houillers (3)      le minerai (x) 4 
de fossiles houillers (x) 2     cassitérite (minerai d’étain) 2 

     des gisements houillers (x) 1 traitement du minerai (x) 1 
        tonnes de minerai extraits 1 
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Table 9: Final Bilingual Glossary 

mine la mine 
the mine la mine 
engine la machine 
the shaft le puits 
shaft le puits 
mine(-)shaft le puits 
headgear le chevalement 
heritage site(s) le centre historique 
world heritage le patrimoine mondial 
house une station 
tin l’étain 
wagon un wagonnet 
ore dressing  traitement de minerai 
beam engine(s) machine à balancier 
pumping engine(s) machine d'épuisement 
winding engine machine à bobines 
site un site 
lode une veine; une couche ; un gisement 
heritage le patrimoine 
underground souterrain ; au fond 
miner un mineur 
workings l’activité minière 
Wheal la Mine 
tunnel une galerie 
pit une fosse 
winder une bobine 
ore le minerai 
steam(-)engine(s) machine à vapeur 
man engine machine aux échelles 
pump rod(s) un tige de pompe 
coal la houille 
spoil heap un terril 
beam or bob le balancier 
adit une galerie d’accès 
stope un site d’extraction 
fathom level x kilomètres de profondeur 
whim machine de bobinage 
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3.2 Translation 

 
L’exploitation minière cornouaillaise  
Le paysage et l’identité de la Cornouailles d’aujourd’hui ont été façonnés par des 
siècles d’exploitation minière.  
Dès l’Âge du bronze, il y a environ 4000 ans, des gens commençaient à travailler la 
terre à la recherche de l’étain, du cuivre et d’autres métaux.  
La période d’exploitation minière la plus grande en Cornouailles était le début du 19e 
siècle, quand la Cornouailles devenait le principal fournisseur de cuivre du monde. En 
environ 1860, les fournisseurs d’outre-mer avaient pris la relève, et l’étain devenait 
l’exportation la plus importante de Cornouailles. Au fil des années, la fortune 
changeante de l’industrie minière apportait la grande prospérité pour certains, mais la 
grande pauvreté pour beaucoup d’autres.  
 
L’Exploitation minière cornouaillaise : l’essentiel  
La Cornouailles du 18e siècle était une région industrielle avancée. 
La Cornouailles a joué un rôle-clé dans la diffusion mondiale des techniques de 
l’exploitation minière des rocs, et de la technologie de la machine à vapeur. La 
richesse minérale de la Cornouailles avait été exploitée depuis des milliers d’années et 
ce fait a beaucoup façonné le paysage de moyens différents.  
 
Un Centre de patrimoine mondial 
Le 13 juillet 2006, le paysage minier de la Cornouailles et du Devon de l’Ouest 
devenait un Site de patrimoine mondial. 
L’exploitation minière cornouaillaise est maintenant reconnue pour une importance 
culturelle dans le domaine mondial. Il y a dix zones qui montrent les parties les plus 
authentiques et importantes historiquement qui survivent dans le paysage minier de la 
Cornouailles et du Devon de l’Ouest. 
 
L’Exploitation minière cornouaillaise : un vrai Patrimoine mondial  
Les sites de patrimoine mondial, reconnu par l’UNESCO, sont des lieux de valeur et 
de l’importance pour tout le monde. Ceci mettre le paysage minier Cornouaillais dans 
la même classe que les Pyramides, la Grande Muraille de Chine et Stonehenge.  
Le paysage minier de la Cornouailles et du Devon de l’Ouest était façonné pendant 
une période d’activité industrielle énorme. De 1700 à 1914, l’exploitation minière des 
métaux a joué un rôle essentiel dans la transformation du moyen de vie en Grande-
Bretagne. C’était une des plus grandes périodes de développement économique, 
technologique et social que la Grande-Bretagne n’a jamais connu. 
Les paysages de la Cornouailles et du Devon de l’Ouest étaient refaçonnés 
radicalement pendant le 18e et 19e siècle par l’exploitation minière des veines 
profondes pour le cuivre et l’étain. Les mines, stations de machine, fonderies, 
nouvelles villes, petites fermes, ports, et industries auxiliaires ensemble réfléchissent 
une innovation prolifique qui, au début du 19e siècle, permettait à la région de 
produire deux tiers de la provision mondiale du cuivre. Pendant la fin des 
années 1800, la production de l’arsenic devenait ascendante, avec les mines dans l’est 
de la Cornouailles et l’ouest du Devon fournissant la moitié de la demande mondiale. 
Le début du 19e siècle voyait aussi une révolution dans la technologie de vapeur qui 
devait transformer radicalement la fortune de l’exploitation minière des rocs. La 
machine d’épuisement à balancier à haute pression, très opéré et lancé par les 
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ingénieurs Trevithick et Woolf, permettait l’exploitation minière aux profondeurs 
beaucoup plus grandes que possible jusque là. Les machines à balancier et d’autres 
machineries minières de design cornouaillais devaient être exportées des fonderies 
techniques à Hayle, Perranarworthal, Tavistock et d’ailleurs aux sites miniers autour 
du monde durant le siècle. 
 
Geevor Souterrain  
La Mine d’étain de Geevor est une mine du 20e siècle, situé dans une région qui avait 
été exploitée depuis des milliers d’années. 
À partir du tout premier jusqu’à la dernière fermeture en 1990, le prix d’étain a joué 
un rôle important dans les fortunes changeantes de la mine. Ceci a eu des 
conséquences sur les gens et le paysage de la région autour de la mine. 
À présent, Geevor peut seulement montrer aux visiteurs une toute petite partie de ce 
qui est sous leurs pieds. Un réseau énorme de galeries et de « stopes » (site 
d’extraction) s’étend du haut du site au-delà de la rue jusqu’à la mer. Au départ, 
l’activité minière s’étendait loin au-dessous du niveau de la mer. 
 
L’Exploration souterraine : Les Rocs  
Au milieu du 15e siècle, quand l’activité alluvionnaire venant à manquer, la valeur 
d’étain augmentait et la technologie s’améliorait, alors les mineurs commençaient à 
suivre les veines d’étain sous la terre. 
Le roc de Cornouailles est dur ; ceci était un grand problème aux premiers mineurs 
cornouaillais. Les outils et les méthodes devaient améliorer avant que les mineurs 
puissent pénétrer au fond de vraie profondeur. 
Pendant les siècles, l’exploitation minière devenait une opération très technique. Le 
plus profondément que les mineurs allaient sous la terre, le plus il y avait besoin pour 
l’équipement bien conçu et bien fabriqué afin d’assurer l’efficacité et la sécurité. 
L’industrie minière était un leader dans le développement technologique en particulier 
pendant l’époque victorienne, et comme cela se passe souvent, c’était en grande partie 
les propriétaires des mines qui en profitaient et pas les mineurs.  
Cependant, pas tout changeait. Beaucoup de travail était encore fait à la main en 
raison des coûts de salaire bas et le grand nombre de salariés. L’équipement 
souterrain de base changeait sur un certain temps, alors les pics, les marteaux, les 
pelles et les chapeaux « tull » (du feutre durci en résine du pin) étaient encore d’usage 
courant pendant une bonne partie des années 1900, quand les foreuses à l’air 
comprimé devenaient plus populaires.   
 
Les Vestiges souterrains   
Les traces des premières mines sont rares, leurs structures de surface avaient été en 
grande partie détruites ou remplacées par l’activité suivante. Aux sites côtiers voisins 
de Botallack et Levant, quelques structures durent encore. On peut apercevoir dans les 
falaises les galeries d’accès et de drainage, appelés « adits ». 
 
Les Stations de machine   
Les vieilles stations de machine sont les vestiges les plus iconiques de l’héritage 
industriel de la Cornouailles. Ils étaient construits, principalement pendant le 19e 
siècle, pour abriter les machines à vapeur qui faisaient fonctionner la machinerie 
essentielle à l’activité minière. 
Si vous creusez un trou en Cornouailles il se remplira vite de l’eau. Les pompes à 
vapeur étaient introduites pendant la première partie du 18e siècle. Cette technologie 
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menait au développement de la machine d’épuisement à vapeur haute pression 
cornouaillaise dans le 19e siècle. Les stations de machine qui contenaient ces 
machines autrefois se situent près des puits principaux de la mine. 
Les stations de machine se trouvent souvent en paire. Dans l’un se trouve la machine 
qui faisait fonctionner les pompes. L’autre machine faisait fonctionner la machinerie 
de remontage et d’écrasement. 
La plupart des stations de machine qui existent encore sont rectangulaires avec un 
mur beaucoup plus épais au-devant (le mur « bob »), qui était construit avec des 
pierres plus massives, souvent du granit taillé, et c’était peut-être deux tiers de la 
hauteur des autres murs. Ce mur soutenait le balancier (appelé en cornouaillais minier 
comme un « bob ») qui transmettait le mouvement du piston aux tiges de la pompe 
dans le puits, ou à la machinerie de remontage ou d’écrasement. Ce mur devait 
résister à la fois au poids (cela pourrait être plus de 50 tonnes pour une grande 
machine d’épuisement) et les forces oscillantes du balancier. 
Les autres murs entretoisaient le mur « bob » et aidaient à supporter une partie des 
efforts du travail de la machine. Le mur arrière contenait la brèche cylindrique à 
travers laquelle le cylindre, balancier et d’autres grandes pièces étaient rentrés à la 
station de machine. Il y avait normalement trois salles dedans. Les souches de 
cheminée étaient construites soit comme partie d’un coin arrière de la station de 
machine, soit séparée et liée par un conduit. 
 
Le Bobinage   
Un treuil ou une bobine est utilisé pour faire monter ou descendre des hommes et/ou 
matériaux dans un puits.  
La puissance de l’homme, de l’animal et de l’eau étaient utilisés pour faire 
fonctionner les treuils de mine au début, documenté dans De Re Metallica de 
Georgius Agricola, publié en 1556. Les machines à vapeur étaient souvent utilisées 
pour faire fonctionner les treuils de mine pendant les 18e et 19e siècles et même le 
20e. Les puits étaient rarement verticaux, souvent suivant un chemin tordu à travers le 
roc en bas. Ceci pourrait avoir le résultat que les bennes de minerai devenaient 
coincées sur les côtés du puits pendant leur remontage ; menant au développement des 
bennes en forme d’œuf. Les hommes pourraient être obligés de monter les échelles 
verticales ou même penchées en arrière. 
 
Le Transport   
Lorsque le minerai avait été brisé, il était hissé d’en bas à la surface en quatre étapes. 
D’abord, les wagonnets ou les charrettes à bras étaient chargés du minerai et conduit 
aux niveaux jusqu’au fond du puits. Ensuite, le minerai était déchargé aux grandes 
bennes ou « Kibbles ». La troisième étape consistait à hisser le minerai du bas en haut 
du puits, jusqu’à la surface. Enfin, en haut du puits le minerai était encore déchargé et 
transféré aux sols de traitement ou la fabrique ou il serait traité. 
 
Les Machines à vapeur   
Les machines à vapeur utilisent la chaleur pour transformer un peu de l’eau à 
beaucoup de vapeur qui se dilate rapidement et fortement. 
Si la vapeur condense, elle forme un vide que la pression de l’air essayera de remplir. 
Les machines à vapeur peuvent être classées dans quatre types distincts. Ils sont la 
turbine à vapeur ; la machine atmosphérique ; la machine condenseur séparée et la 
machine compound. 
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La Technologie de la vapeur — les Machines à balancier  
Sur les milliers de machines à balancier construites, il ne subsiste plus qu’un petit 
nombre, et ceux qui restent sur leurs sites originaux sont encore moins. Il faut noter 
que le déménagement des machines à balancier d’une mine à l’autre se faisait très 
couramment. Une machine pourrait être déplacée trois ou quatre fois pendant sa vie et 
par conséquent pourrait avoir plusieurs emplacements différents, mais complètement 
authentiques. 
 
Une machine aux échelles est presque comme une échelle en marche. Elle était 
utilisée pour le transport des mineurs du haut en bas, du fond à la surface. La machine 
aux échelles fonctionnait en utilisant une tige de pompe en bois qui pompait l’eau de 
la mine, qui montait et descendait lentement dans le puits. Il y avait des plateformes et 
des anses sur les côtés du puits et des plateformes et des anses similaires sur la tige 
marchant. Pour monter le puits, le mineur monte sur la plateforme sur la tige et se 
laissait porter jusqu’à la prochaine plateforme. Là, il monte sur une plateforme sur le 
côté du puits. Il répéterait cela jusqu’à ce qu’il arrive en haut. 
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4.0 Discussion 
For clarity, the discussion of this project will be treated in four parts, following the 

stages of the project. Firstly we will look at some of the issues that arose during the 

compilation of the corpus, which in turn had an impact on the success of aligning the 

glossary terms. The translation commentary will look at the practical application of 

the glossary and the decisions made during the translation process, and finally the 

evaluation will compare this translation with existing professional translations of the 

same subject matter. 

 

4.1 Corpus Compilation 

As set out in the Methodology section, this project was to employ a comparable 

corpus, consisting of English and French sub-corpora of texts drawn from the same 

text types, functions and subject matter. The scope of this project and the timescale 

involved necessarily dictated that the corpus size could not be overly large, although 

as Bowker & Pearson (2002, p.45) have said, bigger is not always better; moreover, 

this project does not aim to make statistical claims and therefore there is no need for 

the corpus to be statistically large. However, it is good practice for the sub-corpora to 

be comparable in size as well as the type criteria, but as we shall see this proved to be 

problematic. 

Unsurprisingly, as this study was prompted by an awareness of the mining tourism 

situation in Cornwall, finding suitable texts for the English sub-corpus did not present 

any challenges. Every mine site in the county which has had any sort of development 

has a website with at least a few pages, and the larger sites also have printed 

literature; all of it aimed at tourism visitors and therefore fulfilling the criteria for this 

project. Consequently, the English sub-corpus reached a suitable size without much 

difficulty. Ten individual text sources from seven different sites yielded a corpus of 

19,235 tokens and 3,105 word types, before any stop-lists or lemma-lists were 

imposed. This sub-corpus has a type/token ratio of 33%; calculated by the following: 

(no. types / no. tokens)*100. The type/token ratio represents the lexical diversity of 

the text or corpus; the higher the ratio, the more lexically diverse a text can be said to 

be, i.e there are fewer repetitions of words, or there is a wider range of vocabulary 

present (Kang & Yu, 2011, p.132).  
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The ratio of 33% for the English sub-corpus therefore leads us to say that it is not very 

lexically diverse, with a high repetition of vocabulary. However, given that the study 

is focusing on a very specific subject area, this should not have presented a 

disadvantage; as the vocabulary that is repeated often should represent the specialised 

terms that we hoped to capture in the glossary. Nearly 50% of this sub-corpus was 

made up of texts from the cornish-mining.org.uk site, but these contained very little 

direct repetition of phrases or paragraphs; the same can also be said of the next 

highest contributing source, geevor.com. This leads to the conclusion that the high 

repetition indicated by the low type/token ratio is the result of the same select, 

specialised terms repeated across texts from the comparable sources. 

However, finding suitable texts in sufficient quantity for the French sub-corpus 

proved more challenging, for a number of reasons that were observed. An interesting 

point to note is that the Nord-Pas-de-Calais region has also recently been awarded 

UNESCO World Heritage status for its mining history (Charrier, 2012), so it was 

hoped that this shared status would manifest in similarities between the English and 

French texts from mine tourism sites. Unfortunately this was not the case; perhaps it 

is too soon following the award of World Heritage status for any changes in the 

French tourism development to have taken effect. 

Primarily, there seems to be a fundamental difference between the tourism sites in the 

UK and in France, which is that whilst those in the UK are usually run by private 

companies and heavily marketed for tourism purposes, those in France are either not 

considered as tourism attractions for the general public in the same way as in the UK, 

or those that are, such as in Nord-Pas-de-Calais, do not apparently have their own 

dedicated websites or marketing material, and instead form part of the regional or 

municipal official information sites. For example, Cagnac-les-Mines.fr is the website 

for the town, and has a single page on the Musée de la Mine; the same is the case for 

ville-de-wallers-arenburg.fr.  

It was only possible to find seven sources from six different sites, and in many of 

these cases the texts were quite short. As a result, the overall sub-corpus size was 

much smaller than the English; 10,716 tokens and 2,281 types before any stop-lists or 

lemma-lists were applied. With a type/token ratio of just 21%, less than the English 

corpus, there was therefore not a very good size or lexical density comparison 

between the two sub-corpora.  
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It must be said as well that not all the texts were considered optimal in terms of text 

function; for example the texts from the patrimoine-minier.fr site are a collection of 

historic information about a number of different mine sites, and leans more towards 

the informative rather than the operative function. The same can be said of the highest 

contributing source; atlas-patrimoines-bassin-minier.org which provided 33% of the 

sub-corpus text. However, the link to ‘patrimoine’ meant that these texts were still 

considered valid for use in this study; indeed the latter site has been created by the 

Mission Bassin Minier; an organisation which exists to develop and promote the 

Nord-Pas-de-Calais region (MBM, 2013), of which heritage and tourism must be a 

part.  

The one exception to the general trend was the Centre Historique Minier de Lewarde, 

which provided a further 27% of the text for the French sub-corpus. This major site 

seems to have become the hub of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais mining heritage tourism, 

and is extensively developed with its own broad-ranging website. In addition, they 

provide two of their leaflet publications in PDF form which meant that text from these 

could also be gathered. This source was the second largest contributor after atlas-

patrimoines-bassin-minier.org, however unlike that source there were many repeated 

paragraphs across the web pages and the two leaflets which contributed to the reduced 

lexical density of the sub-corpus overall.  

In summary, the difficulties encountered in finding sufficient and suitable French 

source texts resulted in the French sub-corpus being less comparable to the English 

sub-corpus in terms of size and lexical density, and to some extent in terms of the 

study criteria. As we shall see in part 4.2, it transpired that there were other 

differences in the two sub-corpora which impacted on the success of the glossary and 

of the study overall. 

 

4.2 Aligning the Glossary 

Although in the Results section the results for each sub-corpus are presented in 

parallel for each stage of the analysis, in actual fact the full length of analysis was 

performed on first the English sub-corpus and then on the French sub-corpus, and so 

differences between the results from each were not recognised until halfway through 

the entire analysis process. Although this was potentially a drawback, the progressive 

flow of the stages of analysis mean that to follow a pattern of 1st stage analysis on 

each sub-corpus, then 2nd stage analysis on each and so forth, would be likely to result 
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in a disjointed approach to each sub-corpus and would therefore also be likely to have 

a negative impact on the resulting glossary. Much of the useful observation of the 

usage of terms, aside from the core glossary, that we will look at later in this section 

may have been missed if the analysis of the sub-corpora had not been so immersive.  

In a similar pattern to the building of the corpus, the English sub-corpus produced the 

results expected from the Word List analysis, although there were not as many 

potential specialised terms with significant frequencies as was first hoped, particularly 

given the effect of the further analysis stages to condense these terms further into two- 

or three-word combinations. 

In total, 30 specialised words were selected from the English sub-corpus, with 

frequencies varying from over 200 to just 10. At that first stage in the analysis it was 

considered that words with a frequency of less than 10 would not be appropriate for 

inclusion in the glossary, although it may be that had these not been excluded then 

some further matches with the French terms may have been made. It was 

disappointing at this early stage to find that despite the size of the corpus and the 

employment of lemma and stop-lists to compound variations and exclude unwanted, 

“common” words, it remained the case that the majority of the key specialised terms 

that we wished to capture had frequencies of less than three digits, and indeed that 

only 5% of the word types in the sub-corpus had a frequency of 10 or above. This left 

a relatively small pool of statistically frequent words from which to draw potential 

terms for the glossary. 

In contrast, the Word list analysis of the French sub-corpus produced a slightly larger 

list of 39 words, but this was following the decision to lower the required frequency 

in order to capture some key terms that it was thought likely would pair with terms in 

the English list, such as “couches”, “bobines” and “veines”. This was also necessary 

because only 3% of the word types in the sub-corpus had a frequency of 10 or above, 

which combined with the fact that the French sub-corpus was smaller than the English 

to begin with, reduced the pool of potential terms too far.  

The second stage of the analysis, searching for N-grams, as with every stage 

following, was based on specific searches with the words selected in the first stage. 

The N-grams tool looks at combinations of words incorporating the chosen node, but 

it does not make any distinction between three words used in succession in a sentence, 

and three words used in combination as a single term. Therefore, this stage required 

scanning of the list of results for a given node, to pick out those occurrences which 
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did in fact indicate a fixed multiple-word term. In most cases the two-word N-gram 

was selected for the glossary list, as the three-word N-gram search usually resulted in 

the same two-word terms extended with “a”, “the” or similar words that had no effect 

on the core term. 

Despite the initial Word list differences, 24 terms were selected for both the English 

and French lists using the N-gram tool, although in French there were more 3-word 

terms included, resulting mainly from the nature of French syntax and the inclusion of 

the articles ‘de’, ‘le’ and so on. In both cases the accepted frequency of terms 

included in the list was also reduced, to just 2 occurrences. This was because the 

significance of these compound terms in the context of the specialised subject could 

be clearly identified, regardless of their statistical frequency. 

The third stage of analysis was the Concordance search, once again using the terms 

selected from the Word list as a starting point. The KWIC lines from each search 

were scanned to pick out those that were most frequent, or that clearly formed the 

basis of a specialised term.  

In the English sub-corpus, some of the nodes backed up the initial indications from 

the N-gram search; for example “engine”, which is almost always used in conjunction 

with another word to qualify the type of engine in question; or the related term 

“beam” which in the context of this specialised subject seems to always be used in 

relation to a type of engine. Other nodes revealed interesting and useful conventions 

in the terminology or language; for example “house” in this context is used to signify 

a building housing a particular piece of machinery or activity, such as “compressor 

house” or “assay house”. Also, “wheal”, a word thought to be derived from the 

Cornish hwel, meaning “mine-work” (Bock, 2012, p.279), was shown to always be 

used in conjunction with a proper noun to name a given mine complex. Other 

concordance results shed light on nodes whose specialised meaning and usage could 

not be surmised from the single term alone; for example “dressing”, which was 

revealed to be a method of processing ore; or “whim” which it became apparent was 

another piece of machinery.  

Providing definitions of terms was not within the scope of this project, but clearly if 

glossary terms were to be used in the translation phase then some understanding of 

the meaning in context was required. For some of the selected terms, such as “whim” 

and “bob”, not enough detail was gleaned from the N-gram and concordance searches 

to properly identify the meaning of the term beyond the general concept of a piece of 
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machinery. In order to find this detail, the File View tool was used to search for the 

term within the file which had produced the most Concordance results. In the case of 

“bob”, this was Cornish_Mining.1. The File View highlights the node within the body 

of the text, so all of the surrounding co-text can be seen, rather than the snippet 

provided in the Concordance view. The Concordance results had indicated that “bob” 

referred to a piece of a large apparatus and seemed to have similar usage to “beam”, 

but the File View revealed that the term “bob” is specifically used to describe 

counterweight or levering devices and in fact is synonymous in Cornish mining 

terminology with the term “beam”.  

Similarly, “whim” was shown in the Concordance results to be most often associated 

with “horse”, sometimes with “engine” and the visible co-text referred to winding, 

winching or hauling. The meaning thus seemed to point to a piece of winding or 

hauling machinery, driven either by a type of engine or by horsepower. Once again, 

the file providing the most hits was Cornish_Mining.1, and the File View results 

confirmed the definition as “winding gear used for hauling from a shaft”. 

The Concordance search on the French sub-corpus terms presented some challenges; 

firstly that the concordance tool counted articles such as ‘de’, ‘le’ and so on as words 

in their own right, rather than viewing them as a necessary part of the term. The 

Concordance sorting that had been used on the English sub-corpus was therefore less 

effective, since nearly all the nodes were preceded by an article, and in many cases 

followed by one also. If an article followed the node, it was usually easy to see 

whether the word 2R of the node was relevant to the meaning or part of an overall 

term; if this was the case then it was included in the results listed for the search, with 

the article (1R) and the word (2R) being counted as one. However, with the sort order 

of 1L for nodes with articles preceding them, it was harder to see whether the word 

2L was relevant to the overall term; therefore after the initial sort was performed a 

second tier of sorting was introduced as follows; Level 1 = 0 (node), Level 2 = 2L, 

Level 3 = 1R.  This meant that the article was ignored in the sorting and it was 

possible to see clearly whether the node formed the latter part of a compound term. 

Once again, if this was the case then the word 2L and the article were counted as one 

and included in the results listed for the search.  

As with the English terms, there were some single-word terms whose meaning 

remained imprecise following the Concordance search, so the File View search was 

employed in the same manner. One such term that needed more detailed analysis was 
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“terrils”; the concordance search had not shed much lighting on the meaning of this 

word, other than that they formed part of the mining landscape and that there were 

many of them. In File View, one sentence read « Les terrils sont les symboles de 

l’image et l’identité du Bassin minier » which was followed by them being described 

as “mountains”; since the mining development in this area was predominantly coal-

based, this led us to conclude that “terrils” refer to spoil heaps. Similarly, the 

Concordance search showed that “gisement” was clearly closely connected to the coal 

itself, but it was not clear how. The File View results confirmed the term as meaning 

“deposit” or “lode”.  

At this stage the corpus analysis was complete, and we had two detailed lists of 

specialised terms in both English and French. The next stage was to try to align terms 

with the same meaning, which was done in an Excel document for ease of cut-and-

pasting into parallel cells. For some of the basic terms such as “mine”, “shaft” and 

“tunnel”, the match was easy to find. In other cases, such as “world heritage”, a match 

was also clear thanks to both subject sources having the same UNESCO status. 

However, for the majority of the terms a direct or clear match was not possible. There 

seemed to be two primary reasons for this which were observed over the course of the 

corpus analysis.  

Firstly, there is a fundamental difference between the type of mining in the two 

regions; while Cornwall’s mining was mainly for tin and other metals, in France the 

mining was mainly for coal and sometimes other minerals. However, the methods for 

mining tin and coal are very different, and so of course the terminology for the 

processes, areas and equipment is also very different. Added to this was the influence 

of the Cornish language; as many of the mining terms have been carried down from 

old Cornish words. Therefore, in the cases of “whim”, “bob”, “adit”, “stope” and so 

on, it was necessary to develop a term in French which covered the concept, as it was 

not possible to find a single term equivalent. Where possible, these new terms were 

formed from other words which had be found in usage in the rest of the corpus; 

therefore “adit” became “galerie d’accès”, since an adit is a horizontal tunnel 

providing access to the mine. Similarly, “stope”; the area of deposit being mined out, 

became “le site d’extraction” which had been encountered in the French corpus 

during the concordance search. “Man engine” also presented a challenge as this seems 

to have been an apparatus particular to Cornwall, which consisted of platforms 

attached to the pumping arms of the engine at the top of the shaft, which the miners 
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could use to ascend or descend the shaft. It essentially replaced a traditional ladder 

system, so “machine aux échelles” seemed to be an appropriate equivalent.  

The final class of terms included “wheal” and “house” and were treated with much 

the same adaptation as the examples above. Since “wheal” is used to name a 

particular site, it seemed that the most logical equivalent was “la Mine”, with a 

capital, and the location of the mine to follow. In the context of mining, “house” 

clearly was not going to be equivalent to “maison”, and the term carries a stronger 

connotation of ‘a location where something happens / where something is housed’ 

than of a building itself. Thus the decision was taken to use the French term “station” 

in the sense of ‘lieu d’activité’. Similarly, “engine” in the Cornish mining sense refers 

to the variously powered machines for pumping out the mines, winching materials, 

transporting men up and down shafts and crushing the ore. The decision to use 

“machine” as its equivalent was driven by the presence in the corpus of the term 

“machine d’extraction” and also by the common usage of the term “machine à 

vapeur” for steam engine; another term present in the glossary.  

The second factor influencing the differences between the vocabulary used in each 

sub-corpus was that the French texts seemed to focus more on the social and 

environmental aspects of their mining heritage, whereas the English texts were 

focused much more on the technology and processes used. This is in part likely to be 

because of the fierce pride in the heritage of Cornish mining, and the fact that many of 

the figures of the industry in the 18th and 19th centuries, such as William Murdoch, 

Richard Trevithick and Humphry Davy were leaders in new engineering and 

technologies which went on to influence mining processes worldwide (Cornish 

Mining.org, 2013a). It is hardly surprising therefore that such inventions and 

machinery receive prominence in the heritage tourism literature. There have been 

studies into tourism policy and approaches to heritage tourism in France, such as that 

from Susan Rogers (2002) and Saskia Cousin (2008), but one of particular note is 

Michel Rautenberg’s comparison of the development of industrial heritage tourism in 

Britain and France (2012), since he takes the Centre Historique Minier de Lewarde 

and the Nord-Pas-de-Calais mining region as a case study. His findings back up the 

observation that the primary focus at such sites is of the social and cultural heritage, 

rather than of any tangible remains, machinery or techniques, although these do form 

part of the experience. 
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Despite these factors, it was possible to compile a small bilingual glossary of 37 

specialised terms, so we could proceed to the next stage of the project. Any 

translation resource must be of practical use to the translator, and it was hoped that 

this glossary, though small, would assist the translator both in producing an idiomatic 

translation or of translating terms which would ordinarily not have direct equivalents, 

and also in speeding up the translation process by reducing the time spent researching 

terms. The glossary file was imported into the OmegaT CAT tool, and the translation 

performed in this with sentence-level segmentation. If terms appeared in a segment 

which were included in the glossary file, the entry appeared in the glossary window 

next to the translation pane, so it was easy to see when the glossary was of potential 

use. Section 4.3 will discuss the translation process in commentary form, analysis the 

choices made and when the glossary was used. 

 

4.3 Translation Commentary 

The translated piece appears on pages 25-28 and is numbered by line. Terms or 

phrases in the target text are underlined in colours according to how the term came 

about; blue underlining indicates that the term arose from the glossary, orange 

underlining indicates a term partially constructed from a glossary entry, green 

underlining was a new construction based on observations of the corpus style but not 

directly related to a glossary entry, and finally red indicated instances where a 

glossary entry was needed but not found, and the term required particular thought or 

traditional dictionary research. 

It is clear to see that the glossary terms were directly employed quite a number of 

times throughout the entire text, although it is fair to say that often these were 

instances of “mine” or “miner” and therefore perhaps not the most challenging of 

terms. However, the glossary was also directly applicable in some cases of technical 

terms, particularly the different types of engine or references to other mine 

machinery. These terms represent approximately 12% of the target text, and could be 

argued to be among the parts of the text which would require the most research time 

from the translator; therefore 12% of the text is not an insignificant figure if we are 

considering the efficiency of the translator’s workflow.  

Beyond the direct glossary terms, there were instances where the glossary or indeed 

wider knowledge of the corpus did provide some assistance to the translator, even if 

the exact term required was not part of the glossary; these comprised just 1.5% of the 
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text. For example, the paragraph title in line 1 of the source text reads: “Cornish 

Mining”. This is one of the class of English nouns that does not have a single 

equivalent in French, but instead is expanded to a noun + adjective combination. 

“Exploitation” occurred 55 times in the French sub-corpus and “exploitation minière” 

6 times during the concordance search, although this was not selected for the final 

glossary. However, the knowledge that it had occurred in this way in the corpus 

meant that it was chosen during the translation, and in fact a brief check in a non-

specialised bilingual dictionary corroborated this choice, with an exact match between 

“mining” and “exploitation minière” (CollinsRobert, 2006). In a similar manner, 

“sites miniers”, which appears on line 51 of the TT, had occurred in the concordance 

search although it was not present in the final glossary. The adjective 

“minier/minière” was clearly in common usage in the French sub-corpus and so its 

use was also included in the term “paysage minier” on line 21. The title of the third 

paragraph “A World Heritage Site”, presented the opportunity to vary the terminology 

to a small degree. The term in its entirety was not present in the glossary, but all the 

component parts were; “un site”; “un centre historique”, and “le patrimoine mondial”. 

The first sentence of the paragraph repeated the same term, therefore it was decided 

that “un site de patrimoine mondial” should be used within the paragraph, but in the 

title the term used should be “un centre”, to imbue a greater sense of importance and 

grandeur. The next two cases both involved steam technology; on lines 45 and 149 of 

the TT “la technologie de vapeur”, and on line 96 “les pompes à vapeur”. Both of 

these were quite straightforward, although they did not appear in the glossary 

“vapeur” and “pompe” both did, as part of other terms (“steam engine” and “pump 

rod”). Finally, “sols de traitement” on line 138 was a similar situation; the English ST 

term being “dressing floors”, and dressing referring to the processing of ore; 

“traitement de minerai” had appeared both during the corpus search and had been 

included in the glossary, therefore leading to “sols de traitement”.  

However, there were 15 terms (underlined in red) for which there was no glossary 

entry found and which did clearly require a specific corresponding term. These 

represented approximately 2% of the text. If we consider that the glossary has assisted 

with the creation of the 13.5% already discussed, and that the remainder of the text 

presented no particularly specialised terms, then overall the glossary has been 

relatively successful in the context of this study.  
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Primarily these ‘red’ terms arose from the differences discussed in part 4.2; that is the 

terms did not arise during the corpus search due to very low frequencies, or a glossary 

match would not have been found because the terms relate to the specific type of 

mining in Cornwall. For all these terms it was necessary to revert to a standard non-

specialised bilingual dictionary to find an appropriate equivalent. 

In some cases, these were simple single-word terms that had simply not occurred with 

sufficient frequency in either sub-corpus to appear in the selected lists. For example, 

on line 80 three pieces of mining equipment are listed; “les pics, les marteaux, les 

pelles”. These are standard dictionary translations for the ST “picks, hammers, 

shovels.” Similarly, the term “compressed air drill” appears in the next sentence and 

was translated using the standard dictionary equivalent found (CollinsRobert, 2006). 

In line 120 an equivalent was needed for “hoist”; although “winder / bobine” had 

become part of the glossary, “hoist” had not been encountered; and in line 161 the 

relatively simple term “handle” was also newly encountered. Similarly, at the end of 

paragraph 11 there was a list of four types of steam engine. Whilst the core term 

“machine à vapeur” was in the glossary, the specific types such as “turbine”, 

“condenser” and “compound” had not appeared with sufficient frequency to be 

studied and therefore recourse to a standard dictionary was required for these terms 

also. “Les Rocs” in the title of the 6th paragraph was the most appropriate dictionary 

equivalent that could be found for “hard rock”. Once again, this was not a term which 

had appeared during the corpus search and refers to the specific nature of the 

underground material that was mined in Cornwall. The coal mining of France would 

no doubt have dealt with different types of rock layers and the nature of such may 

have had less impact on the tools used than in Cornwall.  

There were two situations in particular which required more strategy to arrive at a 

satisfactory translation. Both of these involved specific Cornish mining terms which 

unlike “whim” or “bob” had not come up with sufficient frequency in the corpus 

search. The first of these was “tull hat” in paragraph 6. Clearly a particular type of 

headgear comprising part of the miner’s kit, the source text does not explain the 

nature of this hat. One of the pages on Geevor’s website provides the following 

definition: Early underground hats (Tulls) were made of felt which were dipped in 

pine resin to give them strength and rigidity (Geevor.com, 2013). Clearly the 

translation of this term could not simply be “chapeau ‘tull’”, as this would not carry 

any meaning for a French reader. Therefore some adaptation and explicitation was 
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required (Hatim & Munday, 2004); the cultural reference was preserved by carrying 

forward the ST term “tull”, as an important part of these heritage tourism texts  are the 

cultural references. However, an small explanation of the nature of the hat was also 

added; “du feutre durci en résine du pin”, to enable TT reader understanding. This 

type of strategy also refers back to Petillo’s findings in her study of tourism 

translation (2012), which were discussed in the Introduction. 

The second situation concerned the term “kibble”, which this time was explained 

within the ST as being a Cornish term for an ore skip or bin; the container used to 

transport the ore back through the shafts to the surface. The less strongly marked term 

“skip” had already occurred earlier in the paragraph and was another of the ‘red’ 

terms. This was a specialised term which apparently appeared in the dictionary as 

“benne”; listed as a secondary meaning, and British in origin. Google image search 

for “benne” produced mostly images for the large refuse skips rather than the meaning 

in the context of mining, and “benne à minerai” resulted in images of large, modern 

excavating and transporting machinery. At this point we returned to the French sub-

corpus and searched for “benne”, which resulted in no hits. Searches were also 

performed for “minerai”, “charbon” and “transport” as these seemed likely words to 

occur in the co-text surrounding the appropriate term for “skip”, if such a term was 

indeed present in the sub-corpus at all. However, no terms referring to the container 

used to transport the material out of the mine were found; only terms relating to the 

larger infrastructure. Therefore the decision was taken to continue to use “benne”, as 

there was sufficiently detailed explanation of the equipment and transportation 

process in the source text to be confident that the term would not be mistaken in the 

context. Where “kibble” appeared, this was kept in the SL alongside “benne”, for the 

same reason as “tull”; to preserve the cultural reference and therefore sense of cultural 

heritage resonant in the heritage tourism text.  

Although this translation commentary has focused on the treatment of the specific 

terms in the context of evaluating the glossary, and we have seen that some adaptation 

or explicitation was required, the remainder of the translation posed no particular 

issues and was mainly treated directly, in Vinay & Darbelnet’s sense of the word, 

with primarily literal translation employed (Hatim & Munday, 2004). 
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4.4 Evaluation 

The previous section dealt primarily with the usefulness of the glossary during the 

translation process, but clearly an important consideration is whether the use of 

terminology gathered through the corpus methods used in this study results in a well-

written translation that achieves the aims of the text in question. Through personal 

correspondence (Lowe, 2012) it was established that the CornishMining.org website, 

which offers French, German, Spanish and Cornish language options as well as the 

default English, had by and large had the core pages translated professionally. Some 

elements of the Cornish-mining.org.uk/fr site are not translated, possibly because of 

the internal site components they are part of, or possibly because they are new areas 

of content that have been added since the initial translations were done.  

However, on the home page, three examples of terms which were derived from the 

corpus glossary and used in the test translation immediately stand out; “l’exploitation 

minière cornouaillaise”, “paysage minier”, and “le site du patrimoine mondial”. On 

the page about Geevor Mine, under the ‘St Just Mining District’ section, the ‘Le 

saviez-vous?’ snippets show the terms “puits” and “galeries” and “souterrain” being 

used as they were in the test translation. However, the ‘Levant Mine and Beam 

Engine’ page reveals a different term for “beam engine” that that which was derived 

from the corpus. Here it appears as “le moteur de pompe à vapeur” rather than 

“machine à balancier”. Although this term is technically correct in its description of 

the equipment, the use of “moteur” as a literal translation of “engine” is questionable, 

as it would generally be associated with the type of engine that drives a vehicle, for 

example. In this case “engine” is referring to a large piece of equipment or device, 

and therefore the dictionary alternative of “machine” to refer to this seems more 

appropriate. Moreover, although the beam did have an essentially pumping action and 

function, “pompe” does not conjure the iconic image of the huge metal arms slowly 

rising and falling, to which “beam” refers. Without knowing the resources to which 

the translator had access, it is difficult to assess their translation process, but the term 

they have chosen does not seem to convey the full depth of meaning one might hope. 

Another example on the same page may at best be called avoidance or simplification 

of terminology, and at worst an actual error. Under ‘Reasons to Visit’, “Follow in the 

miners' footsteps through the tunnel to the man-engine shaft” is rendered as “Suivez 

les pas des mineurs au travers du tunnel jusqu’au puits où les mineurs montaient et 

descendaient en cage pour accéder aux tunnels.” The minor error here is an 
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inconsistency; where on a previous page “tunnels” was translated with “galeries”, 

here the translator has used “tunnels” which is more commonly used with railways or 

in general contexts, whereas “galeries” is the proper term in mining contexts. 

However, the more serious issue relates to the translation of “man engine”. The 

translator has described the miners “montaient et descendaient en cage”, but in fact 

cages were a completely different method of accessing the tunnels and bear no 

resemblance to the man engines (Geevor.com, 2013a).  

Unfortunately it seems that the majority of the text on the ‘Delving Deeper’ pages, 

detailing the processes and equipment used, and including the Glossary page, have 

not been translated at all. These were in fact the pages that provided most of the 

Cornish Mining.org source text for the English sub-corpus, so it would have been 

very useful as an evaluation tool. 

Moreover, in the areas where the text has been translated it appears that the 

translator’s strategy has been in large part to avoid the specialised or cultural terms. 

For example, on the page ‘Delving Deeper / Approfondir’, the second section down is 

‘Mining Processes / Les processus de l’exploitation minière’. The English text under 

this title is playful, and employs some of the more curious terms to good effect; “Do 

you know how a bal maiden bucked? Or what worked a whim? Or where you’d find 

the dressing floor? Discover how much more there is to mining than just digging a 

huge hole in the ground.” However, there is a significant shift in translation as the 

French version is almost entirely different; referring to the different stages of the 

mining process and the secondary industries that spun off it; “L’extraction minière 

était un processus complexe en plusieurs étapes: extraire le minerai du sous-sol n’en 

était qu’une partie. De la séparation de l’arsenic à la fusion en fonderie de l’étain et 

du cuivre et même jusqu’aux services bancaires, le succès des mines en Cornouaille 

créa de nombreuses industries secondaires.” The professional translation has entirely 

lost the marked cultural references and has thereby weakened the impact of the 

heritage of this particular area on the reader.  

Further evaluation is difficult as so little of the substantial text has been translated. 

However, from the little we have seen we can surmise that although some of the terms 

from the corpus glossary were also used by the professional translator, there were 

many more instances in which the translator avoided cultural references or specialised 

terminology, or when they did attempt to translate them made questionable choices. 

Overall the evaluation suggests that it is likely the translator had access to 
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monolingual resources and traditional, non-specialised bilingual resources. Had they 

had access to a corpus-built specialised glossary, then more favourable choices may 

have presented themselves that would have better preserved the cultural impact of 

mining heritage on the reader of the text.  
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5.0 Conclusion 
This study set out to establish whether a quality, useful specialised glossary of mining 

terminology could be extracted using corpus methods and used to improve the 

translation of mining heritage tourism texts. In many respects the study can be said to 

have been successful; the methodology for analysing the specialised sub-corpora, 

identifying glossary terms and matching equivalents between the two sub-corpora was 

tested and was proved to be effective, and a small glossary was compiled. 

Furthermore, when the specialised glossary was used in translation of a previously 

untranslated comparable text, and the translation choices evaluated against a known 

professional translation of another comparable text, in many cases the translation 

which made use of the glossary contained the superior choices for terms; particularly 

those which were most strongly culturally marked or which conveyed the greatest 

sense of heritage to the reader. It appeared that the professional translator had not had 

access to such resources and had in large part made attempts to avoid the most 

culturally marked aspects of the text as a result. 

However, there were issues that arose during the study which impacted on the degree 

of success; notably the cultural difference in tourism between France and the UK, 

with the former more focused on social history and the latter often making more of 

the physical industrial heritage. In addition to this, the common situation of French 

municipal websites being the only place where information about local tourist sites is 

collated restricted the size and diversity of the French sub-corpus in comparison to the 

English sub-corpus. Had this study been less restricted in time and scope, the 

objective would have been to gather a much larger corpus and ensure that a wider 

range of mining types were included; for example rather than the English sub-corpus 

focusing only on Cornwall, mining heritage from Wales or the north of England could 

have been included, which may have provided more parallels with French mining 

techniques.  

A further factor that could extend this study in the future would be to expand the 

evaluation of the glossary, perhaps using methods such as Bowker & Pearson (2002) 

have used; offering different resources to a pool of translators and analysing the 

translation choices they made. This testing could also be repeated with groups of 

translators with and without specialist subject knowledge, and could include a 
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translator feedback survey on how they felt the glossary improved or otherwise 

affected their workflow, compared to their normal resources. 

Despite the promise that corpus tools and methodologies hold for translators, they do 

not yet seem to have taken hold as an everyday tool. Perhaps this is because the 

translators see building up a corpus and a specialised glossary as requiring too much 

time, and they have yet to be convinced of the reward; or perhaps it is because as yet 

there is not a wide choice of available software, with Wordsmith Tools, MonoConc 

Pro and AntConc being the only three principally used (Wilkinson, 2011); the former 

two also requiring a paid license to access all features. However, with translators 

becoming increasingly accepting of technical aids to their work, it is difficult to see 

that they will not begin to take advantage of the potential for corpus analysis to 

provide them with better, more idiomatic, specialised resources. 
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Appendix A: English Stop List 

a 
a's 
able 
about 
above 
according 
accordingly 
across 
actually 
after 
afterwards 
again 
against 
ain't 
all 
allow 
allows 
almost 
alone 
along 
already 
also 
although 
always 
am 
among 
amongst 
an 
and 
another 
any 
anybody 
anyhow 
anyone 
anything 
anyway 
anyways 
anywhere 
apart 
appear 
appreciate 
appropriate 
are 
aren't 
around 
as 
aside 
ask 
asking 
associated 
at 
available 
away 
awfully 
b 
be 
became 

becoming 
been 
before 
beforehand 
behind 
being 
believe 
below 
beside 
besides 
best 
better 
between 
beyond 
both 
brief 
but 
by 
c 
c'mon 
c's 
came 
can 
can't 
cannot 
cant 
cause 
causes 
certain 
certainly 
changes 
clearly 
co 
com 
come 
comes 
concerning 
consequently 
consider 
considering 
contain 
containing 
contains 
corresponding 
could 
couldn't 
course 
currently 
d 
definitely 
described 
despite 
did 
didn't 
different 
do 
does 

don't 
done 
down 
downwards 
during 
e 
each 
edu 
eg 
eight 
either 
else 
elsewhere 
enough 
entirely 
especially 
et 
etc 
even 
ever 
every 
everybody 
everyone 
everything 
everywhere 
ex 
exactly 
example 
except 
f 
far 
few 
fifth 
first 
five 
followed 
following 
follows 
for 
former 
formerly 
forth 
four 
from 
further 
furthermore 
g 
get 
gets 
getting 
given 
gives 
go 
goes 
going 
gone 
got 

had 
hadn't 
happens 
hardly 
has 
hasn't 
have 
haven't 
having 
he 
he's 
hello 
help 
hence 
her 
here 
here's 
hereafter 
hereby 
herein 
hereupon 
hers 
herself 
hi 
him 
himself 
his 
hither 
hopefully 
how 
howbeit 
however 
i 
i'd 
i'll 
i'm 
i've 
ie 
if 
ignored 
immediate 
in 
inasmuch 
inc 
indeed 
indicate 
indicated 
indicates 
inner 
insofar 
instead 
into 
inward 
is 
isn't 
it 
it'd 

itself 
j 
just 
k 
keep 
keeps 
kept 
know 
knows 
known 
l 
last 
lately 
later 
latter 
latterly 
least 
less 
lest 
let 
let's 
like 
liked 
likely 
little 
look 
looking 
looks 
ltd 
m 
mainly 
many 
may 
maybe 
me 
mean 
meanwhile 
merely 
might 
more 
moreover 
most 
mostly 
much 
must 
my 
myself 
n 
name 
namely 
nd 
near 
nearly 
necessary 
need 
needs 
neither 
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because 
become 
becomes 
next 
nine 
no 
nobody 
non 
none 
noone 
nor 
normally 
not 
nothing 
novel 
now 
nowhere 
o 
obviously 
of 
off 
often 
oh 
ok 
okay 
old 
on 
once 
one 
ones 
only 
onto 
or 
other 
others 
otherwise 
ought 
our 
ours 
ourselves 
out 
outside 
over 
overall 
own 
p 
particular 
particularly 
per 
perhaps 
placed 
please 
plus 
possible 
presumably 
probably 
provides 
 
 

doesn't 
doing 
rd 
re 
really 
reasonably 
regarding 
regardless 
regards 
relatively 
respectively 
right 
s 
said 
same 
saw 
say 
saying 
says 
second 
secondly 
see 
seeing 
seem 
seemed 
seeming 
seems 
seen 
self 
selves 
sensible 
sent 
serious 
seriously 
seven 
several 
shall 
she 
should 
shouldn't 
since 
six 
so 
some 
somebody 
somehow 
someone 
something 
sometime 
sometimes 
somewhat 
somewhere 
soon 
sorry 
specified 
specify 
specifying 
 

	  

gotten 
greetings 
h 
t 
t's 
take 
taken 
tell 
tends 
th 
than 
thank 
thanks 
thanx 
that 
that's 
thats 
the 
their 
theirs 
them 
themselves 
then 
thence 
there 
there's 
thereafter 
thereby 
therefore 
therein 
theres 
thereupon 
these 
they 
they'd 
they'll 
they're 
they've 
think 
third 
this 
thorough 
thoroughly 
those 
though 
three 
through 
throughout 
thru 
thus 
to 
together 
too 
took 
toward 
towards 
quite 
 

it'll 
it's 
its 
u 
un 
under 
unfortunately 
unless 
unlikely 
until 
unto 
up 
upon 
us 
use 
used 
useful 
uses 
using 
usually 
uucp 
v 
value 
various 
very 
via 
viz 
vs 
w 
want 
wants 
was 
wasn't 
way 
we 
we'd 
we'll 
we're 
we've 
welcome 
well 
went 
were 
weren't 
what 
what's 
whatever 
when 
whence 
whenever 
where 
where's 
whereafter 
whereas 
whereby 
wherein 
que 
 

never 
nevertheless 
new 
who's 
whoever 
whole 
whom 
whose 
why 
will 
willing 
wish 
with 
within 
without 
won't 
wonder 
would 
would 
wouldn't 
x 
y 
yes 
yet 
you 
you'd 
you'll 
you're 
you've 
your 
yours 
yourself 
yourselves 
z 
zero 
qv 
r 
rather 
sup 
sure 
trying 
twice 
two 
while 
whither 
who 
whereupon 
wherever 
whether 
which 
tried 
tries 
truly 
try 
still 
sub 
such 
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Appendix B: French Stop List 

a 
A 
à 
afin 
ah 
ai 
aie 
aient 
aies 
ailleurs 
ainsi 
ait 
alentour 
alias 
allais 
allaient 
allait 
allons 
allez 
alors 
Ap. 
Apr. 
après 
après-demain 
arrière 
as 
assez 
attendu 
au 
aucun 
aucune 
au-dedans 
au-dehors 
au-delà 
au-dessous 
au-dessus 
au-devant 
audit 
aujourd' 
aujourd'hui 
auparavant 
auprès 
auquel 
aura 
aurai 
auraient 
aurais 
aurait 
auras 
aurez 
auriez 
aurions 
aurons 
auront 
aussi 
aussitôt 
autant 

autre 
autrefois 
autres 
autrui 
aux 
auxdites 
auxdits 
auxquelles 
auxquels 
avaient 
avais 
avait 
avant 
avant-hier 
avec 
avez 
aviez 
avions 
avoir 
avons 
ayant 
ayez 
ayons 
bah 
banco 
bé 
beaucoup 
ben 
bien 
bientôt 
bis 
bon 
c' 
ç' 
c.-à-d. 
Ca 
ça 
çà 
cahin-caha 
car 
ce 
-ce 
céans 
ceci 
cela 
celle 
celle-ci 
celle-là 
celles 
celles-ci 
celles-là 
celui 
celui-ci 
celui-là 
cent 
cents 
cependant 

certaine 
certaines 
certains 
certes 
ces 
c'est-à-dire 
cet 
cette 
ceux 
ceux-ci 
ceux-là 
cgr 
chacun 
chacune 
chaque 
cher 
chez 
ci 
-ci 
ci-après 
ci-dessous 
ci-dessus 
cinq 
cinquante 
cinquante-cinq 
cinquante-deux 
cinquante-et-un 
cinquante-huit 
cinquante-neuf 
cinquante-quatre 
cinquante-sept 
cinquante-six 
cinquante-trois 
cl 
cm 
cm² 
combien 
comme 
comment 
contrario 
contre 
crescendo 
d' 
d'abord 
d'accord 
d'affilée 
d'ailleurs 
dans 
d'après 
d'arrache-pied 
davantage 
de 
debout 
dedans 
dehors 
déjà 
delà 

demain 
d'emblée 
depuis 
derechef 
derrière 
des 
dès 
desdites 
desdits 
désormais 
desquelles 
desquels 
dessous 
dessus 
deux 
devant 
devers 
die 
différentes 
différents 
dire 
dis 
disent 
dit 
dito 
divers 
diverses 
dix 
dix-huit 
dix-neuf 
dix-sept 
dl 
dm 
donc 
dont 
dorénavant 
douze 
du 
dû 
dudit 
duquel 
durant 
eh 
elle 
-elle 
elles 
-elles 
en 
'en 
-en 
encore 
enfin 
ensemble 
ensuite 
entre 
entre-temps 
envers 

es 
ès 
est 
et 
et/ou 
étaient 
étais 
était 
étant 
etc 
été 
êtes 
étiez 
étions 
être 
eu 
eue 
eues 
euh 
eûmes 
eurent 
eus 
eusse 
eussent 
eusses 
eussiez 
eussions 
eut 
eût 
eûtes 
eux 
exprès 
extenso 
extremis 
facto 
fallait 
faire 
fais 
faisais 
faisait 
faisaient 
faisons 
fait 
faites 
faudrait 
faut 
fi 
flac 
fors 
fort 
forte 
fortiori 
frais 
fûmes 
fur 
furent 
fus 
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autour 
fusses 
fussiez 
fussions 
fut 
fût 
fûtes 
GHz 
gr 
grosso 
guère 
ha 
han 
haut 
hé 
hein 
hem 
heu 
hg 
hier 
hl 
hm 
hm³ 
holà 
hop 
hormis 
hors 
hui 
huit 
hum 
ibidem 
ici 
ici-bas 
idem 
il 
-il 
illico 
ils 
-ils 
ipso 
item 
j' 
jadis 
jamais 
je 
-je 
jusqu' 
jusqu'à 
jusqu'au 
jusqu'aux 
jusque 
juste 
kg 
km 
km² 
mgr 
MHz 
serons 
seront 
ses 

certain 
l' 
la 
-la 
là 
-là 
là-bas 
là-dedans 
là-dehors 
là-derrière 
là-dessous 
là-dessus 
là-devant 
là-haut 
laquelle 
l'autre 
le 
-le 
lequel 
les 
-les 
lès 
lesquelles 
lesquels 
leur 
-leur 
leurs 
lez 
loin 
l'on 
longtemps 
lors 
lorsqu' 
lorsque 
lui 
-lui 
l'un 
l'une 
m' 
m² 
m³ 
ma 
maint 
mainte 
maintenant 
maintes 
maints 
mais 
mal 
malgré 
me 
même 
mêmes 
mes 
mg 
mille 
mieux 
mil 
sommes 
son 

milliards 
millions 
minima 
ml 
mm 
mm² 
modo 
moi 
-moi 
moins 
mon 
moult 
moyennant 
mt 
n' 
naguère 
ne 
néanmoins 
neuf 
ni 
nº 
non 
nonante 
nonobstant 
nos 
notre 
nous 
-nous 
nul 
nulle 
ô 
octante 
oh 
on 
-on 
ont 
onze 
or 
ou 
où 
ouais 
oui 
outre 
par 
parbleu 
parce 
par-ci 
par-delà 
par-derrière 
par-dessous 
par-dessus 
par-devant 
parfois 
par-là 
parmi 
partout 
pas 
tel 
telle 
telles 

environ 
passé 
passim 
pendant 
personne 
petto 
peu 
peut 
peuvent 
peux 
peut-être 
pis 
plus 
plusieurs 
plutôt 
point 
posteriori 
pour 
pourquoi 
pourtant 
préalable 
près 
presqu' 
presque 
primo 
priori 
prou 
pu 
puis 
puisqu' 
puisque 
qu' 
qua 
quand 
quarante 
quarante-cinq 
quarante-deux 
quarante-et-un 
quarante-huit 
quarante-neuf 
quarante-quatre 
quarante-sept 
quarante-six 
quarante-trois 
quasi 
quatorze 
quatre 
quatre-vingt 
quatre-vingt-cinq 
quatre-vingt-deux 
quatre-vingt-dix 
quatre-vingt-dix-huit 
quatre-vingt-dix-neuf 
quatre-vingt-dix-sept 
serez 
seriez 
serions 
trente-quatre 
trente-sept 
trente-six 

fusse 
fussent 
quatre-vingt-douze 
quatre-vingt-huit 
quatre-vingt-neuf 
quatre-vingt-onze 
quatre-vingt-

quatorze 
quatre-vingt-quatre 
quatre-vingt-quinze 
quatre-vingts 
quatre-vingt-seize 
quatre-vingt-sept 
quatre-vingt-six 
quatre-vingt-treize 
quatre-vingt-trois 
quatre-vingt-un 
quatre-vingt-une 
que 
quel 
quelle 
quelles 
quelqu' 
quelque 
quelquefois 
quelques 
quelques-unes 
quelques-uns 
quelqu'un 
quelqu'une 
quels 
qui 
quiconque 
quinze 
quoi 
quoiqu' 
quoique 
revoici 
revoilà 
rien 
s' 
sa 
sans 
sauf 
se 
secundo 
seize 
selon 
sensu 
sept 
septante 
sera 
serai 
seraient 
serais 
serait 
seras 
vingt 
vingt-cinq 
vingt-deux 
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si 
sic 
sine 
sinon 
sitôt 
situ 
six 
soi 
soient 
sois 
soit 
soixante 
soixante-cinq 
soixante-deux 
soixante-dix 
soixante-dix-huit 
soixante-dix-neuf 
soixante-dix-sept 
soixante-douze 
soixante-et-onze 
soixante-et-un 
soixante-et-une 
soixante-huit 
soixante-neuf 
soixante-quatorze 
soixante-quatre 
soixante-quinze 
soixante-seize 
soixante-sept 
soixante-six 
soixante-treize 
soixante-trois 
 

	  

sont 
soudain 
sous 
souvent 
soyez 
soyons 
stricto 
suis 
sur 
sur-le-champ 
surtout 
sus 
T 
-t 
t' 
ta 
tacatac 
tant 
tantôt 
tard 
te 
 

	  

tels 
ter 
tes 
toi 
-toi 
ton 
tôt 
toujours 
tous 
tout 
toute 
toutefois 
toutes 
treize 
trente 
trente-cinq 
trente-deux 
trente-et-un 
trente-huit 
trente-neuf 

	  

trente-trois 
très 
trois 
trop 
tu 
-tu 
U 
un 
une 
unes 
uns 
USD 
V 
va 
vais 
vas 
vers 
veut 
veux 
via 
vice-versa 
 

	  

vingt-huit 
vingt-neuf 
vingt-quatre 
vingt-sept 
vingt-six 
vingt-trois 
vis-à-vis 
vite 
vitro 
vivo 
voici 
voilà 
voire 
volontiers 
vos 
votre 
vous 
-vous 
y 
-y 
zéro 
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Appendix C: Lemma List 

mine->mines 
site->sites 
engine->engines 
house->houses 
miner->miners 
pump->pumps,pumping 
shaft->shafts 
adit->adits 
beam->beams 
wagon->wagons 
man->men 
lode->lodes 
workings->works 
level->levels 
wall->walls 
process->processes 
mineral->minerals 
metal->metals 
metre->metres 
deposit->deposits 
pit->pits 
floor->floors 
fathom->fathoms 
tunnel->tunnels 
wheel->wheels 
worker->workers 
stamp->stamps 
area->areas 
region->regions 
ore->ores 
rod->rods 

 

mine->mines     
machine->machines 
mineur->mineurs    
exploité->exploitée;exploités;exploitées 
bassin->bassins     
ouvrier->ouvriers 
fosse->fosses     
fond->fonds 
cité->cités    
historique->historiques 
activité->activités    
découverte->découvertes 
hectare->hectares    
élément->éléments  
tonne->tonnes    
sondage->sondages 
minière->minières;minier;miniers  
société->sociétés 
exposition->expositions   
géologique->géologiques 
galerie->galeries     
ancien->anciens;ancienne;anciennnes 
compagnie->companies   
équipment->équipments 
siècle->siècles    
houillère->houillères 
objet->objets    
année->années 
site->sites    
infrastructure->infrastructures 
bâtiment->bâtiments   
chevalement->chevalements 
technique->techniques 
terril->terrils 
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Appendix D: Source Text for translation 

Cornish Mining  
The landscape and identity of Cornwall as we know it today have been shaped by centuries of mining. 
As far back as the Bronze Age, around 4000 years ago, people began to work the land in search of tin, 
copper and other metals. The greatest era of mining in Cornwall was the early 19th century, when 
Cornwall became the world’s leading supplier of copper. By around 1860 overseas suppliers had taken 
over, and tin became Cornwall’s most important metal export. Over the years, the ever-changing 
fortunes of the mining industry brought great prosperity for some, but great poverty for many others.   
 
Cornish Mining the Basics  
Eighteenth century Cornwall was an advanced industrial region. Cornwall played a key role in the 
world-wide spread of hard-rock mining skills, and of steam-engine technology.   Cornwall’s mineral 
wealth has been exploited for thousands of years and this has greatly shaped the landscape in many 
different ways.    
 
A World Heritage Site  
On July 13th 2006, the mining landscape of Cornwall and West Devon Became a World Heritage Site. 
Cornish mining is now recognised as having cultural importance on a global level.  There are ten areas 
which show the most authentic and historically significant surviving components of the Cornwall and 
West Devon Mining Landscape.   
 
Cornish Mining: a true World Heritage  
World Heritage sites, recognised by UNESCO, are places of value and significance to the whole of the 
world.  This puts the Cornish Mining landscape in the same league as the Pyramids, the Great Wall of 
China and Stonehenge. Cornwall and west Devon's mining landscape was shaped during a period of 
huge industrial activity.  From 1700 to 1914, metal mining played a vital role in transforming Britain’s 
way of life.  It was one of the greatest periods of economic, technological and social development 
Britain has ever known. The landscapes of Cornwall and west Devon were radically reshaped during 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by deep-lode mining for copper and tin. The mines, engine 
houses, foundries, new towns, smallholdings, ports, harbours, and ancillary industries together reflect 
prolific innovation which, in the early nineteenth century, enabled the region to produce two-thirds of 
the world's supply of copper. During the late 1800s, arsenic production came into ascendancy with 
mines in the east of Cornwall and west Devon supplying half the world’s demand. The early nineteenth 
century also saw a revolution in steam technology which was to radically transform hard-rock mining 
fortunes. The high-pressure expansively operated beam pumping engine pioneered by the engineers 
Trevithick and Woolf enabled mining at much greater depths than had been possible hitherto. Cornish-
design beam engines and other mining machinery was to be exported from major engineering foundries 
in Hayle, Perranarworthal, Tavistock and elsewhere to mining fields around the world throughout the 
century.   
 
Geevor Underground  
Geevor Tin Mine is a 20th Century tin mine, located in an area that has been mined for thousands of 
years. From the earliest times until the final closure in 1990, the price of tin played a major role in the 
changing fortunes of the mine.  This greatly affected the people and the landscape of the surrounding 
area. Geevor can currently only show our visitors a tiny fraction of what is beneath their feet. A huge 
network of tunnels and stopes runs from the top of the site beyond the road down to the sea. Originally 
the workings stretched far out below sea level.   
 
Underground Exploration: Hard Rock  
By the mid-15th century, as alluvial works were running out, the value of tin was increasing and 
technology was improving, so miners started to follow the tin lodes underground. Cornish rock is hard; 
this was a major problem to the early Cornish miners. Tools and methods had to improve before miners 
could go underground to any depth. Over the centuries, mining became a highly technical 
operation. The deeper miners went underground, the more there was a need for well designed and well 
made equipment to ensure efficiency and safety. The mining industry was a leader in technological 
development especially in Victorian times, and as so often happens, it was largely the mine owners that 
benefited from this and not the workers. Not everything changed, however. Much work was still done 
by hand due to the low wage costs and large numbers of employees. The basic equipment underground 
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changed over time, so picks, hammers, shovels and tull hats were still in common use well into the 
1900s, when compressed air drills became more popular.   
 
Underground Remains  
Evidence of the early mines are scarce, their surface structures having been largely destroyed or 
replaced by later workings. At the nearby coastal workings of Botallack and Levant some structures do 
survive. Entrance and drainage tunnels, called adits, can be spotted in the cliffs.   
 
Engine Houses  
The old engine houses are the most iconic remains of Cornwall’s industrial past.  They were built, 
largely in the 19th century, to house the steam engines that powered the machinery vital to mining. If 
you make a hole in Cornwall it will soon fill up with water. Steam pumps were introduced in the early 
eighteenth century. This technology culminated in the development of the Cornish high-pressure 
steam-pumping engine in the nineteenth century. The engine houses that once contained these engines 
stand close to the mine’s principal shafts. Engine houses often come as pairs. In one would be the 
engine that powered the pumps. The other engine would run the hoisting and crushing machinery. Most 
surviving engine houses are rectangular with one much thicker wall in the front (the bob wall), this was 
constructed using more massive stones, often cut granite, and was perhaps two-thirds of the height of 
the other walls. This wall supported the beam (known in Cornish mining as a bob) which transmitted 
the motion of the piston to the pump rods in the shaft or to the hoisting or crushing machinery. This 
wall had to withstand both the weight (that might be over 50 tonnes for a large pumping engine) and 
the rocking forces of the bob. The other walls braced the bob wall and helped to take some of the 
working stresses of the engine. The rear wall contained the cylinder opening through which the 
cylinder, bob, and other large components were brought into the engine house. There were usually 
three chambers internally.   Chimney stacks were either built-in to a rear corner of the engine house or 
sometimes detached and connected by a flue.   
 
Winding  
A hoist or winder is used to raise and lower men and or materials within a shaft. Human, animal and 
water power were used to power the mine hoists in the very early era of mining as documented in 
Agricola's De Re Metallica published in 1556. Steam engines were commonly used to power mine 
hoists through the 18th and 19th century’s and into the 20th. Shafts were rarely vertical, often 
following a crooked path down through the rock. This could result in ore skips jamming on the shaft 
sides while being hoisted, leading to the development of the egg shaped kibble. Men could be forced to 
climb vertical or even back leaning ladders.   
 
Haulage  
Once the ore had been broken, it was hauled from underground to the surface in four stages. Firstly, it 
was loaded into small wagons or hand barrows and taken along the levels to the bottom of the shaft. 
Secondly, the ore was off-loaded into large bins or Kibbles. The third stage involved hauling the ore up 
the shaft to the surface. Fourthly, at the top of the shaft the ore was again off-loaded and transferred to 
the dressing floors or the mill where it would be processed.   
 
Steam Engines  
Steam engines work by using heat to turn a small amount of water into a lot of steam which expands 
rapidly and powerfully. If steam condenses, it forms a vacuum which the pressure of the air will try to 
fill. Steam engines may be divided into four separate types. They are the steam turbine, the 
atmospheric engine, the separate condenser engine and the compound engine.   
 
Steam Technology - Beam engines  
Of the thousands of beam engines erected only a small number have survived and those still on their 
original sites are fewer still. It must be noted that the relocation of beam engines from one mine to 
another was very common practice. An engine may have been moved three or four times during its 
lifetime and therefore may have had several different but entirely authentic locations.  A man engine is 
almost like a moving ladder.  It was used to transport miners to and from the surface and underground.  
The man engine worked using a wooden pump rod  used to pump water out of Cornish mines which 
moved slowly up and down in the shaft.  There were platforms and handles on the side of the shaft with 
similar platforms and handles on the moving rod. To go up the shaft, the miner would step onto the 
platform on the rod and ride up to the next platform. Here he would step onto a platform onto the shaft. 
He would repeat this until he got to the top.    


